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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. The Thesis Problem and Some Notation 
This thesis is primarily concerned with the problem of expressing in 
simple and meaningful form the expectations of quadratic forms randomly 
sampled from a population of real numbers. The form or structure of 
the population belongs to a large class of structures which will be 
defined. The method prescribed for constructing the random sample is 
intimately related to the structure of the population and to the way 
comparative experiments are performed. 
A comparative experiment can be thought of as a sample from a 
population in the following way. Consider a population of experimental 
units from which a random sample is drawn in order to conduct the 
experiment. Consider any experimental unit in the population. If a 
treatment is applied to it, a certain response is obtained. If a different 
treatment is applied another response is obtained. Consider the set of 
responses obtained by the application, to the given experimental unit, of 
each of all the treatments. The usual definition of an experimental unit 
implies that it cannot be treated more than once, so that only one 
response in this set can be observed. Which response is observed 
(i. e., which treatment is applied) is determined by the experimental 
design. Nevertheless there is no difficulty in conceptualizing the set of 
all responses for the given experimental unit. 
We can therefore conceptualize the population of responses resulting 
from the imposition of all treatments to all experimental units. The 
experiment consists of drawing a random sample of experimental units 
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and then applying, to each sampled unit, a random choice of the treat­
ments. The result is a random sample of responses from the population 
of responses. There may be various restrictions on the randomness of 
the sampling of experimental units and even on the selection of treat­
ments so that the term "random sample" must be interpreted in a very 
general way. Furthermore, there is an obvious restriction on the 
randomness of the sample of responses implied by the fact that no 
experimental unit can be treated with more than one treatment. 
In practice, the populations with which sample survey methodology 
is concerned seldom have a structure of the form investigated in this 
thesis. However, as the above discussion suggests, the response 
populations with which experiments deal owe their existence to the 
conducting of the experiment, i.e., to the choice of the set of treatments 
to be used and of the population of experimental units to which they are 
imposed. Hence the structural form of the response population is 
largely under the control of the experimenter and the result is that the 
form of the response population structure and the method of sampling 
for a large variety of experimental situations, if not most of them, are 
within the framework of the present investigation. 
This is not to say that the results are necessarily limited to 
experimental situations or to situations where a sampled experimental 
unit can be used with only one of a set of treatments. The results are 
quite general and apply to any situation where the population structure 
and the method of sampling are as will be prescribed. Nevertheless, 
because the interest in these arises from experimental situations, which 
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are usually more complicated than the "pure sampling" involved in non-
experimental situations such as sample surveys, the term "responses" 
will be used to describe the elements of the sampled population and the 
term "experiment" will frequently be used to describe a sample. 
Because the purpose of any sample is to make inferences about the 
population from which it is drawn, and because the structure of the 
population and the method of sampling are related to these inferences, 
the structure of the population will be called "inference structure." The 
structure of the sample will be called the "observation structure. " 
These introductory remarks are concluded with some explanation of 
the mathematical notation used in this thesis. To indicate the summation 
operation, the operator symbol S rather than the more usual 2 is 
used. This is done in order to reserve the symbol 2 to denote certain 
quantities called, by Wilk (21), "cap sigmas. " The author wishes to 
express his regret that Wilk chose the symbol S to denote such 
quantities but does not feel entitled to change it, inasmuch as Zyskind 
(30) and Throckmorton (18) further established it. 
The expectation operation is denoted, as usual, by the operator 
symbol E. Thus, if X is a random variable taking on the values 
x ,Xg, . . ., with probabilities p^p^»...» respectively, then 
E(X) = S(px), 
where S(p) = 1 . 
Extensive use is made of point set algebra where the points are 
"factors, " which are defined in Section II. A. 1. The set of factors which 
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are contained in the set A, the set B or both is denoted as A+B, 
except in the examples in Section II. F where, for brevity, it is often 
denoted as AB. The set of factors contained in A and in B is denoted 
as Ati B. The set of factors contained in A but not in B is denoted 
as A-B. The sets (A+B)-C and A+(B-C) are not generally the same. 
However, in cases where the context makes clear that they are the 
same, we shall simply denote them as A+B - C. The symbolic statement 
A c B denotes that every factor which is contained in A is contained in 
B. Hence the statement A ^ B denotes that there is at least one factor 
in A which is not contained in B. The symbol 0 always denotes the 
empty, or null, set (i. e., the set consisting of no factors) and the 
statement 0 £ A is vacuously held to be true for all sets A. The 
statement A = B indicates that A and B are the same set, i.e., 
A £ B and B £ A. Hence the statement A ^ B indicates that at least 
one of the statements A i_ B or B A is true. To avoid having a 
separate notation for factors and sets of factors a factor is regarded as 
a set of factors consisting of one factor. However, the statement 
A € B denotes that A is one of the factors contained in B, 
B. Review of Prior Work 
The whole line of development leading to the present work is based on 
the necessity for the practical experimenter to have logically based 
numerical procedures for the evaluation of his results. A basic problem 
is the separation of systematic effects of possible interest from the 
variability which measures of these effects will be subject to. 
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Rather widely used procedures for this general problem are the 
parametric estimation of linear models and the analysis of variance. 
Very extensive reviews of the sequence of developments in the study of 
these procedures have been given in doctoral theses by Wilk (21), 
Zyskind (30) and Throckmorton (18), and shorter reviews are given in 
various papers. 
A very brief statement of the sequence of ideas and of the develop­
ment is, however, desirable. This is as follows. 
Fisher (8, 9) introduced the ideas of randomization, replication and 
error control. 
Yates considered efficiency (27) and unbiasedness (28) of experi­
mental designs, basing these concepts on a randomization model. 
Neyman et al. (14) made explicit the notion of an underlying con­
ceptual population of responses and examined some consequences of 
randomization with regard to tests of significance. 
Pitman (15) and Welch (20) explored in some mathematical detail the 
permutation test given by Fisher (9) of the null hypothesis of no treat­
ment effects. 
Kempthorne (11, 13) obtained linear models for many of the "standard" 
experimental designs, which involve random association of treatments 
and experimental units classified in various possible ways. The 
developed models used what have been called "design random variables" . 
and incorporated non-additivity (i.e., interaction) of treatment and 
experimental unit effects, though the role of such interaction in the 
interpretation of mean squares of the analysis of variance was explored 
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only for randomized blocks. The general idea of using the randomization 
reference set for inferential processes was developed to some extent. 
Wilk (22) examined a generalization of randomized blocks and (21) 
incorporated sampling of experimental units, using the selection random 
variables of Cornfield (1), explored the role of non-additivity in the 
"standard" experimental designs and discovered the existence of what 
appeared to be canonical quantities called "cap sigmas" in general 
expectations of mean squares in the analysis of variance. Much of this 
material was given by Wilk and Kempthorne (23, 26). 
Zyskind (30) began the systematic study of response structures and 
developed the basic theory of population models, the population analysis 
of variance for "balanced" populations (called "balanced complete" in 
this thesis), theorems on various types of sampling, the general form of 
the cap sigmas with the important addition of the "null set" cap sigma, 
general formulae for the expectation of the square of a partial sample 
mean and of sample mean squares in a class of situations, and investi­
gated the role of "treatment error," (i.e., the failure of supposedly 
identical treatment operations to be in fact identical). Some of this 
material is presented by Zyskind and Kempthorne (33) and by Zyskind 
(31). 
Throckmorton (18) concerned himself with the question of the nature 
of possible structures and utilized Hasse diagrams, developed for 
partially ordered systems, to give a unique, informative representation 
of any structure in a class called "balanced complete. " He developed a 
way of incorporating the mode of conducting the experiment into the 
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diagram. He also derived theorems on sampling and expectations of 
mean squares for this class of situations. He considered a particular 
case of a balanced incomplete structure, namely the Latin cube and 
obtained a restricted class of Latin cubes, called "symmetric" for 
which he then developed an informative '^balanced" analysis of variance. 
In addition to the last four developments at the Iowa State University 
Statistical Laboratory there have been related developments by Tukey 
(19) on sampling a hypothetical model, Cornfield and Tukey (2) on the 
sampling of complete multi-way layouts by sampling of levels of factors 
in the layout, and Rao (16) and Zyskind (32) on balanced incomplete 
blocks. The last reference is of particular interest because it involves 
the first known expression, in a special case, of the "fundamental 
second moment theorem" of this thesis. 
It should be emphasized that the whole background of the theory of 
experimentation as given by Fisher (9)» Kempthorne (11, 12, 13) and 
Wilk and Kempthorne (24) is an integral part of the origin of the present 
investigation. Finally, the author wishes to state that his work is a 
direct outgrowth of the work of Zyskind (30) and Throckmorton (18). 
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II. THE SAMPLING OF BALANCED COMPLETE 
RESPONSE STRUCTURES 
It has been stated that the population of responses which produces 
the sample with which this thesis is concerned is called the "inference" 
structure. This study is confined to a certain type of inference 
structure, called by Throckmorton (18), a "balanced complete" 
structure. In sections A and B of this chapter these terms and other 
basic definitions will be given rigorous meaning. Some of the definitions 
are due to Zyskind (30) and, to a certain extent, to Throckmorton (18). 
Others are original with this thesis. Because definitions of prior 
workers are not precisely identical and because this thesis generalizes 
some of the concepts, the totality of necessary definitions will be given 
first. 
A. Basic Definitions 
1. Factors and levels 
A "factor" of a population of responses is a partition of the popu­
lation into one or more disjoint non-empty subsets called the "levels" of 
the factor. This means that for every response in the population there 
exists a unique level of the factor, which contains the response. 
2. Combinations of a set of factors 
Let Z be any set of factors of a response population. Take one 
level from every factor in Z and consider the set of responses formed 
by the intersection of these levels. Call such a set of responses a 
"combination" of Z. In general a combination of a set of factors will be 
denoted by the lower case letter corresponding to the capital letter 
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denoting the set of factors. That is, z denotes a combination of Z. If 
Z consists of one factor then a combination of Z is a level of the factor. 
Note that a response is contained in a combination if and only it is 
contained in every factor level forming the combination. 
Let Y and Z be two sets of factors such that Y £ Z (that is, every 
factor in Y is a factor in Z). If y and z are two combinations, of Y 
and Z, respectively, such that every level forming y is a level which 
forms z, then clearly z£y (that is, all responses contained in z are 
contained in y). Thus, because the set containment relation applied to 
Y and Z is a relation among sets of factors, but, when applied to 
combinations, is a relation among sets of responses, the statements 
Y c Z and z £ y are consistent. 
3. Occurrence of combinations 
A combination which contains at least one response is said to "occur." 
It is easy to see that for every Z there is at least one occurring z. 
This is trivially true when Z consists of a single factor. Suppose Z 
consists of two factors: Z * A + B . Every level of A contains at least 
one response and this response belongs to some level of B and there­
fore to some combination of Z. Hence there are at least as many 
occurring combinations of Z as there are levels of A and, in general, 
there are at least as many occurring combinations of any set Z of 
factors as there are levels of that factor in Z with the largest number 
of levels. 
4. Response structures 
Let X be the set of all factors of a population of responses. If every 
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occurring combination of X contains exactly one response, then the 
population is said to form a "response structure." Thus, in a response 
structure, it may be that a given x does not occur, but every x which 
does occur uniquely defines a response. 
5. Balanced sets and balanced response structures 
Let Z be any set of factors in a response structure. If all oc­
curring combinations of Z contain the same number of responses, then 
Z is called a "balanced set" of factors. Note that the definition does 
not imply the occurrence of every combination of Z. If every set of 
factors in the response structure is balanced, then the structure is 
called a "balanced response structure. " 
The reader may find it helpful to consider the following two 
structures of nine responses, each involving three factors, rows (R), 
columns (C) and letters (L): 
A B C 
B C A 
C A B 
A A B 
B B A 
C C C 
In the first structure, every combination of R (i.e., every row) 
contains three responses. Similarly every combination of C contains 
three responses and every combination of L contains three responses 
(i. e., there are the three responses associated with each letter). Every 
one of the nine combinations of R + C contains exactly one response as 
do the combinations of R + L and C + L. There are 27 combinations 
of R + C + L, of which nine occur and every one of these contains one 
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response. The structure is therefore balanced. 
In the second structure the sets R, C, L, R + C, C + L and 
R + C + L are all balanced. It can be seen, however, that the occurring 
combinations of R + L variously contain one, two and three responses. 
The structure is therefore not balanced. It is fairly clear that 
structures which are not balanced cannot have general interest in experi­
mental design theory, because they can be described only in special 
cases and do not readily admit generalization. 
6. Nesting of factors 
If A and B are two factors such that, for every level b of B, 
there exists a level a of A such that b c a, then A is said to "nest" 
B, or alternatively, B is "nested in" A. (Note that every level of B 
is an occurring combination of A + B, and every occurring combination 
of A + B is a level of B. ) Less specifically, A and B are said to be 
in a "nesting relation" (with each other). 
This definition says that every factor nests itself. Conversely, if 
A and B nest each other (that is, A nests B and every level of A 
contains exactly one level of B) then A and B are the same factor, 
since a factor is a rule for partitioning a population, not a label. It will 
be troublesome to keep accounting for this case in subsequent definitions. 
Hence, unless stated otherwise, a statement like "A nests B" will be 
understood to imply that A and B are distinct factors. However, this 
point of view does not restrict the generality of any result. That is, a 
general result obtained with the relation "A nests B" will include, 
according to its context, the situation in which every level of A contains 
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exactly one level of B, as a special case of the general situation. 
7. "Possible" combinations 
Let W be any set of factors in a response structure. Let V^. be 
the set of all factors each of which nests one or more factors of W 
other than itself. Note that if any factor in W is nested in another 
factor in W, then V^. and W are not disjoint, but otherwise V^. and 
W are disjoint sets. 
The class of "possible" combinations of W is described as follows: 
a. If V -yy. = 0, every combination of W is "possible." 
b. If V -yy 4 0» then w is a "possible" combination of W if and only 
if there exists an occurring combination v of V^. such that each 
factor level forming w contains responses in common with v. 
Otherwise, w is a "non-possible" combination of W. Note that 
a "non-possible" w cannot occur; that is, an occurring combi­
nation is necessarily "possible." For, if w occurs then the 
factor levels which form it contain at least one response in 
common, and this response belongs to some occurring v, so that 
w is perforce "possible. " 
To illustrate the foregoing and the fact that a "possible" combination 
does not necessarily occur, consider the following population of six 
responses with three factors: squares (S), rows (R) and columns (C), 
where R and C are nested in S and the x mark indicates the 
presence of a response. 
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Level of S 
1 
Level of C 
1 2 
Level of C 
3 4 
Level * X X Level 3 X 
of R 2 
X 
of R 4 X X 
Let W = (R, C) so that V^. = S. There are eight "possible" combi­
nations of W: (1,1), (1,2), (2,1), (2,2), (3,3), (3,4), (4,3) and (4,4), 
and eight "non-possible" combinations: (1,3), (1,4), (2,3), (2,4), (3,1), 
(3,2), (4,1) and (4,2). The reason that {2,1) is "possible, " for 
example, is that the second row and first column each contain a 
response in a common level of S. However, this particular "possible" 
combination happens not to occur in that there is no (2, 1) response. 
The reason (1,3), for example, is not "possible" is that the first row 
and third column do not contain any responses in the same level of S. 
Necessarily, therefore, the combination does not occur. 
8. Complete and balanced structures 
Let Z be a set of factors in a response structure. Suppose all 
"possible" combinations of Z occur. If this is true for every set Z of 
factors in the structure, the structure is called "complete." A 
structure which is not complete is called "incomplete." 
The simplest non-trivial example of a complete structure of two 
factors ("rows" and "columns"), is a two-way array where every cell 
contains at least one response. This is the structure of a "complete 
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block" design. An "incomplete block" design, i.e., one in which one or 
more treatments do not occur in one or more blocks, is an example of an 
incomplete structure. Similarly, a three-way array where every cell 
contains at least one response is a complete structure. A Latin square 
is an example of an incomplete structure of three factors. A Latin 
square, as was shown in Section A. 5, is nevertheless "balanced." 
The properties of balance and completeness are quite different in the 
sense that a structure may have either, neither or both of the proper­
ties. As suggested in Section A. 5, only balanced structures are of 
general interest in experimental design, so that this thesis is primarily 
concerned with "balanced complete" and "balanced incomplete" 
structures. 
As applied to "randomized blocks" designs there is no difference 
between the ordinary usage of the terms "complete" and "incomplete" 
and the usage of this thesis. That is, in "complete" designs, every 
block-treatment combination occurs, and in "incomplete" designs some 
of these combinations do not occur. There is, however, a distinction 
between the ordinary usage of the term "balanced" and the usage of this 
thesis. For example, consider the class of designs with the following 
properties: 
a. Every treatment appears once or not at all in a block. 
b. All treatments are equally replicated. 
c. All blocks contain the same number of experimental units. 
All designs with these properties have "balanced" structures, 
according to the usage of this thesis, because, for example, every 
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occurring block-treatment combination occurs once. Ordinary usage of 
the term "balanced" would require these properties and, additionally, 
that every pair of treatments occurs together, in the same number of 
blocks, as does every other pair. Hence the class of incomplete blocks 
designs with "balanced" structures as delineated by this thesis is 
larger than the class of "balanced incomplete blocks" designs delineated 
by ordinary usage. 
9. The inference and observation structures considered in this thesis 
This thesis is concerned with a situation in which a random sample 
is drawn, "without replacement, " from a finite population of responses 
which forms a balanced complete response structure with a finite 
number of factors. The precise method of drawing this sample will be 
given in Section C. 1. This population structure is called the "inference 
structure." The factor levels represented in the sample partition the 
sample so that it has a structure, which is called the "observation 
structure. " 
Throckmorton (18) considered this same situation -- a finite 
balanced complete inference structure and a prescribed method of 
sampling -- with the additional requirement that the observation 
structure be balanced complete. In making this stipulation, 
Throckmorton took account of the random nesting relations which may be 
induced by the sampling. Hence certain combinations which are 
"possible" in the inference structure are not "possible" in the obser­
vation structure. Throckmorton's requirement of a balanced complete 
observation structure is only that all combinations which are "possible" 
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when all nesting relations in the sample are recognized actually occur 
and that the structure be balanced. 
If the completeness requirement of the observation structure is 
relaxed in order to develop a more general theory than Throckmorton's, 
then the notion of "possible" combinations in the sample is irrelevant 
and the nesting relations induced by the sampling are of no concern. 
In general this thesis makes no assumption about the form of the 
observation structure beyond the implicit assumptions given below. The 
fundamental result of this thesis -- Theorem 1 -- is derived under the 
sole conditions that the inference structure is finite and balanced 
complete and that the sampling method is as will be prescribed. A 
secondary result -- Theorem 2 -- is derived under the additional 
requirement that the observation structure is balanced, which is a 
considerable generalization of Throckmorton's approach. 
Because the sample is a subset of the population, certain combi­
nations may occur in the population which do not occur in the sample. 
Of course, every combination which occurs in the sample necessarily 
occurs in the population. We shall use the term "observationally 
occurring" to describe a combination which occurs in both structures. 
i" 
There are two implicit conditions about the relation between the 
inference structure and the observation structure. One is that the set 
of all factors in one of them is the same as it is in the other. In one 
sense this is obvious, because any one response or sample of responses 
can obviously be classified by the same set of factors as those which 
classify the responses in the whole population. However, the sampling 
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can induce apparent additional factors by a process of grouping of levels 
of a factor or it can apparently lose factors by a process of confounding 
of one factor with another. The process of grouping levels of a factor 
so that the different groups are effectively the levels of a new factor will 
be regarded by this thesis as inducing only a pseudo-factor which is of 
no concern in making inferences about the population. The process of 
confounding is one where the sample is so constructed that each level of 
one factor contains exactly one level of another so that the two factors 
are essentially identical (i.e., are confounded) in the sample. However, 
since there is a distinction between the two factors in the inference 
structure and since the process of confounding would be random (i. e., 
the confounding of a level of one factor with a level of another is done 
randomly) if the sample is randomly drawn according to the prescribed 
method, it is possible to recognize the distinction between the factors in 
the observation structure. 
The other implicit condition about the relation between the inference 
structure and the observation structure is that if two factors are 
related by nesting in the inference structure this nesting relation is 
necessarily maintained in the observation structure. This is virtually 
obvious, because in any subset (i.e., sample) of the population the 
containment of levels of one factor by the levels of another is neces­
sarily implied if such containment exists in the population, as a little 
consideration will show. 
10. Admissible sets 
Let T be a set of factors of the balanced complete inference 
structure. If T has the property that it contains every factor which 
nests one or more factors in T, then T is called "admissible. " The 
formal definition of this concept is due to Zyskind (30). Note that 0, 
the null set, vacuously satisfies the definition of admissibility. Further, 
the set X of all factors in the structure is admissible. 
Attention is called to the fact that, by the definition, this thesis 
applies the notion of admissibility only to the balanced complete inference 
structure. Actually, it could be applied to any response structure and, 
in fact, Throckmorton (18) applied it to the observation structure. 
However, since he was concerned only with balanced complete obser­
vation structures, he thereby restricted the application to response 
structures which are balanced complete. The notion of "observational" 
admissibility is important in defining a unique sample analysis of 
variance, but a unique analysis of variance can be given only for 
balanced complete observation structures, not for general observation 
structures. Hence it is not possible in this general approach to make 
use of "observational" admissibility in the way Throckmorton did. 
Clearly, the observation structure has all the nesting relations 
which appear in the inference structure. However, consider an 
inference structure consisting of two factors not in a nesting relation — 
rows and columns — which classify the population of responses into a 
two-way array. If the sample is such that no two sampled responses are 
in the same column, then rows nest columns in the observation structure. 
Thus a nesting relation appears in the observation structure which does 
not appear in the inference structure. This means, from Throckmorton's 
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(18) point of view, that the set consisting of one factor, columns, is 
admissible in the inference structure but is not admissible in the 
observation structure. Since the approach of this thesis is to general 
observation structures, no use will be made of the restricted class of 
sets which are "observationally admissible." Thus we would, in this 
example, regard "columns" as an admissible set and would disregard 
the observational nesting of "columns" by "rows." Therefore, when a 
set is described as admissible or a relation is described as nesting, it 
is to be understood as applying only to the inference structure and not 
necessarily to the observation structure. 
It is easy to see that every combination of any set of factors is also 
a combination of an admissible set of factors. For if W is a set of 
factors and V.,r is the set of all factors which nest one or more w 
factors in W other than itself then V^. + W is admissible and every 
combination w is a combination of V... + W. 
W 
11. Right-most brackets 
Consider any admissible set T. Consider any factor in T which 
nests no other factor in T. Let W^, be the set of all such factors in 
T. Since this thesis is concerned only with "finite" inference structures 
(i.e., structures with a finite number of factors) it is clear that Wrp is 
empty only if T is empty. That is, if every factor in T nested at 
least one other factor in T then T would have an infinite number of 
factors. The set W^, is called the "right-most bracket" of T, a term 
due to Zyskind (30). 
Let Vrp * T - Wrp so that T = V^, + W^, where and W^, are 
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disjoint. Note that if T is an admissible crossed set then T is its 
own right-most bracket and is then empty. In general, every 
factor in nests at least one factor in W^,. We shall frequently 
find it clarifying to write an admissible set T(= V + W) as V(W) in 
order to indicate that W is the right-most bracket. 
Now every admissible T uniquely defines its right-most bracket 
WT, which is a set of factors no two of which are related by nesting. 
Just so, every set W of factors no two of which are related by nesting 
uniquely defines an admissible T such that W is the right-most 
bracket of T. For, let W be a set of factors no two of which are 
related by nesting and let V be the set of all factors, not in W, each 
of which nests one or more factors in W. Clearly, T * V + W is 
admissible, has W as its right-most bracket, and is uniquely defined 
by W. 
It is easy to see that + W^ - Z is admissible for every Z c W^,. 
Although Wrp - Z is always contained in the right-most bracket of 
V,p + W,^ - Z, it is not always the whole of the right-most bracket of 
Vrp + Wrp - Z. This is because a factor in may nest no other 
factor in + W^, - Z (even though it nests factors in W^) so that it is 
part of the right-most bracket of V^, + W^, - Z. 
12. Admissible means 
Let T be an admissible set of factors in a balanced complete infer­
ence structure and let t be an occurring combination of T. The 
arithmetic mean of all responses in the inference structure which are 
contained in t is called an "admissible mean" and is denoted by y^. 
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Thus, if X is the set of all factors, then denotes a single response. 
Further, since 0, the null set, is admissible, it is consistent with the 
definition to let y^ denote the mean of all responses in the inference 
structure. 
B. Balanced Complete Inference Structures 
1. The inference structure "identity" 
Let A be any factor in the inference structure and let be the 
set of all factors, other than A, which nest A. Since the structure is 
balanced complete, all "possible" combinations of contain the same 
number of levels of A. Therefore, let 
RfA) * number of levels of A contained in any "possible" 
combination of . 
In the special case where A is nested in no factor (i. e., * 0, the 
null set), extend this definition to 
R(A) * total number of levels of A in the structure. 
Thus R(A) is defined for every factor A in the structure. This 
quantity was called by Zyskind (30) and Throckmorton (18), the 
"population range" of A. The definition may be extended to any non­
empty set Z of factors by letting 
R(Z) = I~T R(A) . 
A € Z 
Also, with 0 = null set, let 
R(0) * 1 . 
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If T is an admissible set it follows that 
R(T) = total number of "possible" combinations of T in the 
structure which, since the structure is balanced 
complete, 
* total number of occurring combinations of T in the 
structure. (1) 
These relations are virtually obvious if each factor A is made to 
correspond to an index whose range is 1, 2, . . . ,R(A). Then if T is a 
set which contains all its "nesters" (i.e., T is admissible), 
R(T) = J~J R(A) * total number of combinations of values 
A€ T 
of the indices of all the factors in T, 
which clearly 
= total number of "possible" combinations of T in the 
structure. 
However, if Z is not admissible, R(Z) is not generally the total 
number of "possible" or occurring combinations of Z. We have 
established that if X is the set of all factors in the structure then, 
since X is admissible, 
R(X) = total number of responses in the structure. 
For any non-empty set Z of factors, with the product taken over 
every factor A G Z, let 
R d ( z j  -  n  [  r ( a ) - i ]  
a  A e z  
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and R-d(0) * 1 (2) 
where 0 is the null set. The quantity R^(A) ( *R(A)-1 ) was called by 
Zy s kind (30) the "diminished range" of the factor A. 
Now suppose T is admissible. The R(X) responses in the 
structure may be partitioned into the R(T) occurring (and disjoint) 
combinations of T. Since the structure is balanced complete, all of 
these combinations contain the same number of responses and since 
R(X) x R(T)R(X-T), then 
R(X-T) x number of responses contained in any occurring 
combination of an admissible T. 
It follows from the definition given in Section A. 12 that 
yt " TO) xS„t Vx 
where S denotes summation over all the responses contained in a 
x-t 
given occurring t. Let A be a factor which is contained in the right­
most bracket of T+A where T is any admissible set such that T+A 
is admissible and AÇÊ-T. Let t be an occurring combination of T and 
consider all combinations ta, of T+A, which are contained in t. Then 
with S denoting summation of all so defined y for a given t, 
a ta 
a y *  =  !  x - t - a  y *  *  x V *  
* R(X?T-A) yt = R^yt e ^ 
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Let T = V(W) be admissible (q. v. Section A. 10). Since T-Z is 
admissible for every Z £ W, each admissible mean defines a set 
of admissible means y^^ ^. (That is, for every Z  c W  and for every 
combination vw of T, vw-z is that combination of T-Z which 
contains vw. ) A certain linear combination of these admissible means 
defines the "component" which takes on values (3^. corresponding to 
the occurring combinations t of T: 
x pv(w) = z = w t -1,q(z>yvw-z w  
where q(Z) * number of factors in Z (q(0) - 0, where 0 is the null set) 
and where S denotes summation over the class of all subsets Z of 
Z c W 
W. The component is so defined for every admissible T. Note 
that 00 has one value: 
p0 = y0 * mean of all responses in the structure. 
The fundamental property of these components is the inference 
structure "identity" according to which, for every occurring x, 
yx - <5> 
where S denotes summation over the class of all admissible sets T; 
T 
and, for each T, t is that combination of T which contains y^. This 
relation is an "identity" because it amounts to saying Yx = Yx» Although 
Zyskind (30) proved this relation, a proof is given here in order to 
keep this thesis self-contained. 
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The proof is as follows. From equation 4, 
S P t  =  s  p  ,  ,  »  S  S  ( - l ) q ( Z )  y ,  
T  *  V ( W )  n w '  V ( W )  Z c W  vw-z 
Let U = V+W-Z. Clearly U ranges over the class of all admissible 
sets and therefore 
S (3 = S y S (-l)l(Z) = S y (l-l)q [K(U>] 
T U U ZcK(U) U u 
where K(U) is the range of Z for fixed U. Since Z = V+W-U and 
V+W ranges over the class of all admissible sets, then K(U) = 0 if and 
only if U = X, the set of all factors. By definition 
(1-1)^ = 0 if q > 0 
= 1 if q * 0 
and therefore 
S P t  =  y x ,  q .  e . d .  
Let A be a factor which is contained in the right-most bracket of 
T+A where T is any admissible set such that T+A is admissible and 
A S T .  T h e n  w i t h  S  h a v i n g  t h e  s a m e  m e a n i n g  a s  i n  e q u a t i o n  3 ,  
a 
S ^ t a  =  ° -  < 6 )  
a 
/ 
This is the second fundamental property of the components proved by 
Zyskind (30). Again this thesis is kept self-contained by the following 
proof. From equation 4, with T = V-fW), 
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sp* = S S (-l)q(z)y 
a aZcW+A vwa"z 
which, with U * W+A-Z, 
x s S (-l)q(W+A-U)y 
a U c W+A vu 
X sf S (_i)q(W+A-U)y + g (_1)q(W+A-U)y 1 
a U c W vu U vu 
(AcUcW+A) 
= Sf  s  (_i)q(W+A_U )y + s (-1)q(W-U) y  ]  
a  U c W  v u  U c W  V u a  
x S (-l)qtW+A"U) S ( y  - y  )  
U c W  a  V U  V u a  
which, from equation 3, 
= R(A) S (-l)q^W+A"U^(y -y ) * 0, q.e.d. 
U c W  V U  V U  
In view of equation 6, it follows that the number of linearly inde­
pendent values Pv^w) of a component (3y is at most 
R(V)Rd(W) 
and Zyskind (30) defined this as the "degrees of freedom" of 
Zyskind then defined the "component of variation" for every 
structure component 
°V(W) * R(V)Rd(W) vSwPv(w) 17) 
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where S means summation over all occurring combinations vw of 
vw 
V(W). Note that o-^ * P^ . 
Wilk (21) and Zyskind (30) found that expected values of terms in the 
sample analysis of variance often have complicated forms when 
expressed as functions of the components of variation. Therefore, Wilk, 
in a limited number of situations, and Zyskind, generally, defined the 
"cap sigmas" 2^. That is, for every admissible T let 
, nq(W-T) 
ZT = v®w) R(W-T) "V(W) (8) 
V c T c V + W  
where the summation S is over all admissible sets V-(W) such that 
V(W) 
V cTcV+W. 
Note that 
s , s <-1»q(W) / 
0 ^ R(W) "W 
where the summation is over all admissible sets W with the property 
that no two factors in W are related by nesting. Also (with X * set of 
all factors), 
The cap sigmas do not have the property of non-negativity 
possessed by the components of variation and are therefore more 
difficult to interpret. However, Cox (3) has presented a point of view 
which makes the cap sigmas directly interpretable. 
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2. Structure diagrams 
Throckmorton (18) developed an interesting method of describing a 
balanced complete structure. This is the device of the "structure 
diagram. " A structure diagram consists of a set of vertices connected 
variously by lines. Each factor in the structure is represented by a 
vertex. If factor A "directly" nests factor B (i.e., A nests B and 
there exists no factor C, nested in A, which nests B) then the vertices 
for A and B are connected by a line segment with the vertex for A at 
the "upper" end of the segment. Thus, in general, if a factor A nests 
a factor B there is a "downward" running line path, perhaps passing 
through other vertices, from the vertex for A to the vertex for B. 
Throckmorton (18) added two vertices to the above definition of a 
structure diagram. He let one of the vertices correspond to the null set 
of factors and denoted it by jx, giving it the property, which is 
consistent with the definitions, that it nests all factors (in the sense that 
y0 is the mean of all responses). It would seem more fitting to have 
denoted it by 0, the symbol for the null set, but Throckmorton 
preferred the symbol |x, because it is almost universally used to 
describe a population mean, and his choice is respected in this thesis. 
Thus all upward paths converge to the vertex for p.. 
The other vertex added by Throckmorton-(l8) corresponds to the 
measurement of a response and he denoted it by e . That is, even when 
a combination of all factors is given the response is not uniquely defined 
if it must be observed by measurement. This "factor" e he called 
"technical" or "measurement" error and it is consistent with the 
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definitions to regard it as being nested in every factor. Thus all 
downward paths converge to the vertex for e . 
It is convenient to think of a response as being the mean of its 
measurements. The observed value of a response is then the mean of a 
sample of its measurements selected from a population of its measure­
ments. The size, R(e ), of this population is regarded as being infinite 
so that the sampled measurements are une or related. Thus given a 
combination of all other factors the value of the response can be stated 
2 
up to an error e which has zero expectation, variance <r , say, and 
whose separate values are uncorrelated. In this, of course, it is 
supposed that o-^ is the same for all combinations of the other factors. 
This is not always realistic, but is the simplest assumption which can 
be made. Since, like Throckmorton (18), we are interested only in 
first and second moments of randomly observed responses, nothing 
more need be said about e. We will, therefore, follow Throckmorton's 
usual practice of not including e when we say "the set of all factors. " 
It does, however, give a "closed" form to the structure diagram, and 
will therefore be kept in the diagram. 
From the definition of "admissible" sets given in Section A. 10, it 
can be seen that the class is determined entirely by the nesting 
relations in the inference structure. Hence a structure diagram 
determines every admissible set. Further, the class of "possible" 
combinations, as defined in Section A. 7, is also determined by the 
nesting relations in the inference structure. In complete structures the 
"possible" and the occurring combinations are the same, so that a 
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structure diagram is a useful means of concisely describing a complete 
structure. 
A structure need only be complete, and not necessarily balanced, in 
order to be "diagrammable.11 However, the number of levels of a factor 
contained in each combination of factors which nest it would then vary 
with the containing combination. The quantities R(A) given at the 
beginning of Section B. 1 would not have general meaning and this would 
weaken the descriptive usefulness of the diagram. 
Finally, incomplete structures are not diagrammable at all. Hence 
structure diagrams are best reserved, as descriptive devices, for 
balanced complete structures. 
Since the inference structures of this thesis are restricted to be 
balanced complete, then we may make use of structure diagrams to 
describe them. It will be seen that such use of structure diagrams can 
be very helpful. 
To illustrate this, consider the observation structure configuration: 
A A A C C C 
B B B D D D 
It is not clear whether or not the repetitions of a letter are a factor. 
If the combination of a row, column and letter defines a unique response, 
then the repetitions of a letter are not a factor. 
For example, the rows and columns might represent a cross-
classification of experimental units, such as plots of land, and the 
letters might represent four treatments (or, rather, treatment levels). 
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A response is uniquely defined by a combination of row -(R), column (C), 
and treatment (T) and the inference structure diagram is 
Suppose, however, that the rows are two levels of a chemical treat­
ment (T), the columns are six furnaces (F), and the letters are four 
steel bars (S). Each bar is split into three parts (P). A response, say 
a hardness score, is generated by treating a bar part with one of the 
treatments and placing it in a furnace. In this case a response is not 
uniquely defined by a combination of row, column and letter (i. e., 
treatment, furnace and bar) but requires designation of the bar part. A 
diagram of the inference structure would denote this at once: 
Thus, a structure diagram is quite useful in describing the nature of 
a response. This is the case even when the number of levels of a factor 
in the sample is the same as in the inference structure. When the 
sampled levels are, for any factor, fewer than the inference levels, a 
lattice diagram is useful in describing how the random sample is drawn. 
For example the first diagram given showed that the two rows were 
randomly sampled from a population of rows (which could be of size 
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two), the six columns were randomly sampled from a population of 
columns (which could be of size six), and the four treatments were 
randomly sampled from a population of letters (which could be of size 
four). Further, these three samples are independently formed. 
Now the statement, for example, that the six columns are a random 
sample from a population of columns means that the first column was 
drawn from the population with uniform selection probability for all 
columns, then the second column was drawn with uniform selection 
probability from the population of columns remaining after the first was 
drawn, and so on. This implies a permutation, even in (and especially 
in) the case where the population is of size six. This is precisely what 
any experimenter using such an experiment would want it to imply. The 
"diagram" of the experiment (as opposed to the inference structure 
diagram): 
A A A C C C 
B B B D D D 
is not to be thought of as a "map" of an agricultural field trial. It is 
simply a configuration and represents the class of all configurations 
which can be obtained from it by intra-row, intra-column and intra-
letter permutations. This matter will be taken up again in Section C, 1. 
Now consider the second inference structure given for this situation 
(the steel bar, furnace and treatment experiment). The structure 
diagram shows that furnaces, bars and treatments are independently 
sampled from corresponding populations as were columns, letters and 
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rows in the first example. Additionally, as indicated by the diagram, 
three parts are sampled from a population of parts for each selected bar. 
This sampling is independent from bar to bar. 
In this case, the permutation of furnaces, bars and treatments :-> 
implied as before. In the same way the random sampling of bar parts 
implies a random permuted assignment of the actual physical bar parts 
within each letter of the above structure. 
We conclude this discussion of structure diagrams by saying that 
just as the inference structure does not completely specify the obser­
vation structure, neither does the observation structure completely 
specify the inference structure. Therefore both structures must be 
specified in each situation, and structure diagrams are very helpful and 
concise in describing the balanced complete inference structures 
considered in this thesis. If the observation structure is also balanced 
complete then a structure diagram can be constructed for it as well. 
Throckmorton developed some clever techniques of modifying an 
inference structure diagram to form a balanced complete observation 
structure diagram. The reader is referred to his thesis for a de­
scription of these techniques. 
C. The Fundamental Second Moment Theorem 
The balanced complete inference structures with which this thesis is 
concerned have been described in the preceding section. The method 
prescribed by this thesis for drawing a random sample from such an 
inference structure will be given in the present section and from this a 
general theorem of great usefulness will be derived. It is important to 
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note that no assumptions are made about the nature of the observation 
structure (e.g., whether or not it is balanced, not balanced, complete 
or incomplete) beyond the implicit ones given in Section A. 9. The 
theorem depends only on the balanced completeness of the inference 
structure and the prescribed method of sampling. 
1. Symmetric uniform probability sampling 
Corresponding to any experiment is a configuration which describes 
the associations and the numbers of levels of the factors in the obser­
vation structure formed by the responses to be sampled. The configu­
ration is an abstraction of the experiment because its factors are not 
real unless actually associated with a particular experiment. One can 
write down a Latin square, for example, without specifying what its 
rows, columns and letters correspond to. In a given experiment — for 
example a field plot trial -- we may designate that the Latin square 
rows and columns correspond, respectively, to the rows and columns of 
an array of field plots and that the letters correspond to the different 
levels of a treatment factor. For a development of the abstract 
representation of such a configuration, the reader is referred to James 
(10). 
Specifying the correspondence between the configuration factors and 
the inference structure factors is not sufficient specification of the 
experiment. The next step is to specify the correspondence between the 
levels of each configuration factor and the levels of the corresponding 
inference structure factor. If this specification is done in some random 
manner, the result will be a random sample of the responses in the 
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inference structure. This sampling includes the so-called "random­
ization" of the configuration. 
The prescribed random manner of making these factor level 
correspondences was exemplified in Section B. 2, in the chemical 
treatment, furnace and steel bar experiment. As another example, 
consider the Latin square configuration: 
A B C 
B C A 
C A B 
If an experiment is conducted with this configuration, the sampling 
method prescribed by this thesis would be to let the first row of the 
configuration correspond to a randomly selected row in the inference 
structure, where "randomly selected" is taken to mean that the se­
lection is a uniform probability selection from all rows in the inference 
structure. The second row of the configuration then corresponds to a 
randomly selected row of the inference structure after removing the 
first selected row, and so on. A similar process is then done inde­
pendently for the columns and for the letters. (That is, for example, if 
"letters" corresponds to the inference factor "treatments," then A, B 
and C are randomly selected treatment levels. ) The result will be 
that a set of responses which forms an observation structure will be 
selected. This sampling method includes the process of selection of 
levels from "populations of levels" as well as the random association of 
the levels of the various factors in the process usually called 
"randomization" of the Latin square. 
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Now a Latin square is a balanced incomplete structure. Interest-
ingly, the same sampling method could be applied to the configuration: 
The observation structure which would result from this would not be 
balanced incomplete. Thus the sampling method and the theorem to be 
derived from it in this section are independent of the nature of the 
observation structure. 
The above configuration still has the property that, for every factor, 
all levels contain the same number of responses, even though it is not 
balanced incomplete. Consider, therefore, the configuration: 
A A B 
B A C 
A C C 
Here the letter A occurs four times, B twice and C three times. 
The same sampling method could be applied here as is given above for 
the Latin square. However, in this case, the fact that the treatment 
levels would not be equally replicated means, in effect, that there would 
be random replication of the selected treatment levels. In the actual 
experiment the replication of each treatment level would be determined. 
One could then choose to make "conditional" comparisons of the 
observed treatment levels, recognizing the actual replication of each 
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treatment level used. Alternatively, one could choose to make 
"unconditional" comparisons, which effectively assign to each treatment 
level a sort of average number of replicates, "averaging over" the 
numbers of replication it might have gotten. 
In this chapter the "unconditional" choice is made, but in the 
following chapter an introductory exploration of the "conditional" point of 
view is taken up. It is an interesting subject to consider which situations 
call for the conditional and which call for the unconditional point of view, 
but this is not within the purposes of this thesis. As a general non­
rigorous statement, it may be said that "reasonable" experiments 
involve "equal" replication so that much of the conflict disappears. 
However, even with equal replication, there still remain "conditionality" 
questions when specific treatment comparisons are considered. On the 
other hand, when symmetric functions of the sampled responses such as 
analysis of variance components are considered, "conditionality" 
questions do not arise. 
Having grasped the given examples of the prescribed sampling 
method, paying particular attention to the manner in which the nesting 
relation ("parts" nested in "steel bars") was handled, the reader should 
be better able to understand the following general description of the 
prescribed method. 
a. Let X be the set of all factors in the inference structure. 
Divide X into disjoint subsets S^, called "stages"; 
X * + • e • + 
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such that 
Sj consists of all factors in X each of which is nested 
in no factor, in X, other than itself, 
consists of all factors in X - each of which is 
nested in no factor, in X - , other than itself, 
Sg consists of all factors in X - each of which 
is nested in no factor, in X - Sj - S^, other than 
itself, and so on, until for some k, X is exhausted. 
Note that every factor in + ^  is nested in at least one factor 
in S. • l 
Let A be any factor in . Arbitrarily order its configuration 
levels and let the first configuration level correspond to a 
random, uniform probability, choice among all inference 
structure levels of A. Let the second configuration level 
correspond to a random, uniform probability, choice among all 
remaining inference structure levels of A. Continue in this 
manner until all configuration level correspondences of A have 
been made. Repeat this process independently for every factor 
in Sj . By this means the set of observational combinations of 
Sj have been chosen. 
Now let A be a factor in S^. Let be the set of factors 
(necessarily in S^) which nest A and let v be a combination of 
which has been chosen to in the sample by the selection of 
combinations of Sj . Arbitrarily order the configuration levels 
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of A which are to be contained in v and let the first configu­
ration level correspond to a random, uniform probability, choice 
among all inference structure levels of A which are contained 
in v. Let the second configuration level of A be a random, 
uniform probability, choice among all remaining inference 
structure levels of A which are contained in v. Continue in 
this manner until all configuration level correspondences 
contained in v are made. Repeat this process, independently, 
for every previously selected combination of « Then, 
independently, repeat this whole process for every factor in . 
At this stage the set of observational combinations of 
have been chosen. 
d. Continue this process through every one of the k stages of X 
so that, upon completion, the observational combinations of X 
have been chosen. These combinations comprise the random 
sample of responses forming the observation structure. 
This procedure is called "symmetric uniform probability" sampling 
of a balanced complete inference structure. 
To illustrate the foregoing, consider the effect of this procedure on 
a split plot design in which the sub-plot treatments are, within each 
whole plot, arranged in a Latin square. The inference structure 
diagram is 
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S x whole plots (squares) 
R « rows 1 sub_piots 
C = columns J 
A = whole plot treatments 
B * split plot treatments 
The selection of levels of B implies a single permutation application to 
all the Latin squares because B is not nested in S (i.e., Vg = 0). 
Then within each selected level of S, the rows and columns are 
independently randomly selected (and, by implication of what we mean 
by selection, permuted). It is interesting to note that the procedure 
does not imply a permutation of selected levels of B for every whole 
plot Latin square. The experimenter may choose to do this in order to 
guard against vague non-inferentially specified factors, but the results 
of this thesis do not require it. 
The present formulation of the sampling method is in no way 
different from that of previous workers cited in Section I.B, with one 
possible exception. Fisher (8) prescribed as desirable, in the random­
ization of the Latin square, that the Latin square used be chosen from 
the class of all Latin squares of the given size with equal selection 
probability for all members of the class. The present formulation does 
not prescribe this, but instead prescribes random permutation of rows, 
columns and letters of an arbitrarily chosen Latin square. It is not 
clear to the author that Fisher's suggestion is effectively equivalent to 
the present formulation, at least insofar as expectations of sample mean 
squares are concerned. There are two distinct problems here. One is 
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the fact that since Latin squares have not been generally enumerated, 
Fisher's procedure cannot be carried out generally. The other problem 
is that, if Fisher's procedure is in fact effectively different, then its 
sample mean squares will not have the reasonable and simple expec­
tations found by Wilk and Kempthorne (25). Under these circumstances, 
the formulation of Wilk and Kempthorne, which generalizes to that of 
this thesis, is apparently preferable. 
Returning to the general situation, consider some implications of 
symmetric uniform probability sampling. After assigning the corre­
spondences of the configuration factors to the inference structure 
factors, one may designate by x* a combination of configuration 
factors designating a particular response y* in the observation 
structure. That is, x* denotes a "position" in the observation 
structure and y* denotes the random response which eventually occupies 
this position. 
Now if yx denotes a typical inference structure response, it is easy 
to see that the prescribed sampling method implies that the random 
variable y* is uniformly distributed over all R(X) responses y^ in 
the inference structure. That is, 
*  R p i  ® y x  
which, by definition, 
* Y* ' (9) 
The result is, however, of trivial interest. This thesis is more 
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concerned with obtaining a general second moment expression of 
E(yx* 7x*i) f°r any pair (x*, x*1 ). This is taken up in the following 
sub-section. 
2. The fundamental theorem 
Consider a pair, y^ and y^*, , of observational responses. If A 
is a factor such that x* and x*1 are not contained in the same level of 
A, say that x* and x*1 are "unequal" with respect to A. If Z is the 
set of all factors with respect to which x* and x*1 are unequal, write 
x* ^ x*' 
(Z)  
and imply by this that x* and x*1 are "equal" with respect to all 
factors in X-Z, where X is the set of all factors in the structure. 
Note that if x* * x*1 then Z * 0, the null set. 
The symmetric uniform probability sampling method prescribed in 
the preceding section clearly implies that the ordered pair (yx*» y^*, ) 
such that 
x* ^ x*1 , 
(Z)  
where Z is given, is uniformly distributed over the set of all ordered 
pairs (yx,yx, ) which meet the condition 
x 4 x1 . 
(Z)  
There is particular interest in obtaining, for a given Z, 
E<yx*yx*'| z>-
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As in equation 5 (the balanced complete inference structure identity of 
Section B. 1), one can write 
yx* X V(w) Pv*(w*)' 7x*' ~ V(W) 
where is the value of the component Py^j which appears in 
the expansion of y^, the response which is randomly associated with 
Yx*t and similarly for j. Hence e(yx*Yx*i I z) involves 
terms of the form 
^ C ^ v ^ ( w * )  ^ v * ' ( w * ' ) 3  
Consider such a term when the two components are of different 
types, that is when V^ fW^ ) # and hence, since V(W) is 
uniquely defined by W, ^ . Then, one of or contains a 
factor which is not contained by the other. The "inequality condition" Z 
therefore does not affect this factor and the uniformity condition implies 
uniform selection probability for all levels of that factor contained in any 
selected combination of all factors which nest it. It follows from 
equation 6 (Section B, 1) that 
ED3vî(wî)Pv*'(w|')] 1 "• for Vl( W 1 ) # V 2 ( W 2 ) .  
Therefore, E(yx* yx*t | Z) is expanded in products of components of 
the same type: 
E(yx*yx*< I z) * V(W) E C|3v*(w*)pv*,(w*1) IZ1 
where the summation is over all admissible sets V(W), and for each 
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V(W), the ordered pair (Pv*^w*) ® ,£w#, ) > is uniformly distributed 
over all ordered pairs (13 , . , 6 . ..) in the inference structure such c v(w) V (w ) 
that 
v w  ^  v ' w 1  .  
(Z)  
The meaning of this latter inequality is that if any factor in Y(W) is a 
f a c t o r  i n  Z ,  t h e n  t h e  t w o  c o m b i n a t i o n s  v w  a n d  v ' w '  o f  V ( W )  a r e  
contained in two different levels of that factor. If any factor in V(W) is 
not a factor in Z, then vw and v'w1 are contained in the same level 
of that factor. 
Consider a set V(W) such that v 9* v' . That is, the sets V and Z 
have at least one factor in common. Since every factor in V nests at 
least one factor in W, then Z contains a factor which nests a factor 
in W. This factor in W has uniform selection probability for all its 
levels within any selected combination of all factors which nest it. 
Under the condition that the selected pair of combinations of V are v 
and v' with v ^ v' , it follows from equation (6) (Section B. 1) that 
E [Pv*(w*) Pv*'{w*') L Z3 = 0 • 
This simply says that expectation of products of components for which 
V has any factors which are contained in Z vanish from the expansion 
of E(yx5>c yx*, | Z) . It follows that 
E(yx*yx*' I z) " v^w) E [pv*(w*)pv*(w*')l Z] (10) 
V c X - Z  
where the summation is over all admissible sets V(W) such that V 
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contains no factors in Z. Note the deletion of a prime from the second 
v* in this expansion, because v* - v*' . 
The uniformity condition says that, for a given V(W), the ordered 
pair * Py*^ uniformly distributed over all ordered 
pairs pv(w)» PV(W')J inference structure such that 
w f w' . 
(Z)  
Careful consideration of the definition of the quantities R and R^ 
given in Section B. 1 shows that the number of such ordered pairs is 
R(V+W)Rd(W n Z) 
because there are R(V+W) occurring combinations v(w) and, for each 
of these, there are R^(W fl Z) occurring combinations v'(w') such 
t h a t  w | f w '  a n d  v  =  v ' .  T h e r e f o r e ,  f o r  V c X - Z ,  
(Z)  
E [Pv*(w*)Pv*(w*') I 9 = R(V+W)Rd(Wn Z) vJ w, ^v(w)^v(w') 
w^w' 
(Z)  
which, from equation 6 (Section B. 1) is 
(-1)q(wn Z) ^ 2 
x R(V+W)Rd(Wn Z) ^ Pv(w) 
(where q(U) * number of factors in the set U) which, from equation 7 
(Section B. 1), is 
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(_l)q(wn Z )R (v)Rd (W )  2  
R(V +W)R,(W n Z) °"v(w) 
(_ljq(wn Z)R^W_ZJ ^ 
" R{W1 °V(W) * 
Now by the definition in equation 2 (Section B. 1), 
R A W - Z )  * n [R(A)-l] 
û  A 6 W - Z  
where the product is taken over all single factors A£W-Z, This 
product may be expanded into a sum to give 
( I D  
R  ( W - Z )  =  S  ( - 1  ) q ^ W ~ Z ~ U ^ R ( U )  
d  U c  W - Z  
where the sum is taken over all subsets Uc: W-Z . Putting this result 
into equation 11 gives 
E [Py* (w* ) ^V* (w* ' ) ^ ^ 
2 5 (-1)^-"' 
U c  W - Z  ~ "V(W) „„ * R-{W-U) 
which, by a change in summation variable from U to T * V+U, 
, 2 s (-l)l'w-T) 
°V(W) £ R(W-T) 
V  c  T c  V  +  ( W - Z )  
where the summation is over the class of all sets T such that 
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The lack of arbitrariness in the definition of the cap sigma s can be 
seen by comparing the last expression in equation 13 with the immedi­
ately preceding expression or with equation 12. In fact, having reached 
the next-to-last step in equation 13, one would be virtually compelled to 
invent the cap sigma s. Although Wilk (21) invented them and saw their 
simplifying properties in special cases and suggested their general 
applicability, Zyskind (30) defined them in the general case and 
carefully considered their general applicability. Subsequently, 
Throckmorton (18) proved their general applicability for all balanced 
complete observation structures. However, it is equation 13 which 
gives, in the author's opinion, the final justification of the cap sigma s 
since it applies to all observation structures. 
This does not imply that the obtaining of expectations of sample 
quadratic forms is now trivial. Computation of the quantities b(T) can, 
if O has a complicated form, involve some difficult algebra, as can be 
seen in the examples given in Section F of this chapter. However, 
equation 13 does reduce the necessary algebra enormously. 
If one considers an infinite balanced complete inference structure 
obtained as the limit by allowing 
R (A) —> co 
f o r  e v e r y  f a c t o r  A  i n  t h e  s t r u c t u r e ,  b u t  r e q u i r i n g  t h e  c o m p o n e n t s  o f  
2 
variation cr^, to remain bounded, then (see equation 8, Section B.l) 
2rp —» 0\j, 
f o r  e v e r y  a d m i s s i b l e  T .  I n  t h a t  c a s e  e q u a t i o n  1 3  b e c o m e s  
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E(yx*yx*. I Z) = s <4 (where <rj « ) . 
T  c  X - Z  
This is identical to the well-known "infinite random model" form, or 
Model II of Eisenhart (4). That is, if 
y  =  y #  +  e i  +  • • •  +  e n  
and 
y '  =  y 0  +  e ^  +  . . .  +  
where 
E(e.) * E(e!) * 0, E(e?)* E(e!2 )* tr?, E(e. e! ) * 0 for e. # e! , 
X 1 1 1 1 11 11 
and E(e^e^,) = E(e^e!^,) * 0 for if V 
then 
E(yy') * 70+ s a-? 
(ei*eP 
(i. e., the sum is taken over those values of i, if any, for which 
e. * e! ). Since the analogy (equation 13) holds for balanced complete 
structures of finite size, the cap sigma s perform the same role in such 
structures as is performed by the cr^ quantities in Eisenhart1 s 
Model II. 
An important special case of equation 13 is where x* * x*' . Then 
E(y**> - Ety^y^. I z = »> = s zT . (H) 
That is, the expectation of the square of any sampled response is the 
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sum of all the cap sigma s. 
D. Balanced Observation Structures 
Equation 13 in the last section is a quite general result. It is useful 
i n  o b t a i n i n g  e x p e c t e d  v a l u e s  o f  q u a d r a t i c  f o r m s  o f  a n y  s a m p l e  f r o m  a  
balanced complete inference structure, provided the sample is regarded 
"unconditionally." However, in a general observation structure, the 
relevant quadratic forms can be so very general as to exclude the 
possibility of obtaining all-inclusive results. 
There is one class of quadratic forms which appears so frequently in 
sample analyses of variance as to merit special attention. This is the 
class of "squares of partial means" (including the square of the overall 
sample mean). Zyskind (30) and Throckmorton (18) both attempted to 
obtain general results for this class of quadratic forms. Zyskind saw a 
general form which he described as "the standard sigma expansion" for 
the expectation of the square of a sample mean, proved its applicability 
in certain classes of observation structures, and recognized its more 
general possibilities. Throckmorton proved its applicability for the 
w h o l e  c l a s s  o f  b a l a n c e d  c o m p l e t e  o b s e r v a t i o n  s t r u c t u r e s ,  a n d  a l s o  f o r  a  
balanced incomplete structure known as the Latin cube. 
This was sufficient for Throckmorton's purposes, which were to 
obtain expected mean squares for the sample analysis of variance of a 
balanced complete observation structure. This is because all 
components in such an analysis of variance are functions of squares of 
"partial" sample means. This corresponds to the arithmetic technique 
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of forming suitable linear combinations of various "correction factors." 
In this section it will be shown that the "standard sigma expansion" 
for sample means actually holds for all balanced observation structures 
and that this is the largest class of observation structures for which it 
does hold. However, even within the class of balanced observation 
structures, the property is not enough, in certain cases, to obtain 
expected mean squares, as will be shown in some of the examples to be 
given in Section F of this chapter. In such cases one would need to rely 
on the fundamental equation 13. 
1. The overall sample mean 
For any y^* in the observation structure and any set Z of factors, 
let n(Z | x*) be the number of y^*, in the observation structure such 
that 
x* 4 x*1 
(Z) 
where the meaning of the inequality was explained in Section C. Since, 
from the definition of a response structure given in Section A. 4, y^ is 
uniquely determined by x* then 
n(0 | x*) * 1 
where 0 is the null set. 
Now let T be any admissible set and let t* be any observationally 
occurring combination of T. Let x* and x*1 be any pair of obser­
vationally occurring combinations of X which are contained in t*. 
Since x* and x*1 are contained in the same level of every factor in T 
then the set Z such that 
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x* 4 x*' 
(Z) 
must contain no factors in T. That is, Z£X-T. Conversely, if x* 
and x*1 are not contained in the same t* then Z contains one or more 
factors in T. 
Hence if x* is any combination of X which is contained in t* then, 
with the sum over all sets Z which are £X-T, 
S n(Z I x*) - the number of responses in the 
ZcX-T 
observation structure which are 
contained in t* 
* say. 
Consider the operation of summing the quantities m^ over all x* in 
the observation structure. That is, consider 
For each x*, t* is that observational combination of T which 
contains x*. Clearly, 
s mf* * s » 
x* Z t* 1 
where the sum on t* is over all occurring combinations of T in the 
observation structure. That is, for any admissible T, 
S S n( z |  x*) = S mf* . (15) 
x* ZcX-T t* 1 
Some further notation is needed. For any admissible T, let 
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R*(T) * number of occurring combinations of T in the 
observation structure, 
so that 
R*(0) * 1 
and 
R*(X) * sample size. 
The sample mean is 
y0* * R*&) S* yx* 
x* 
so that 
= E [ R*(X) J* V] 
[R*(X) ]2 ^ Elyx* 7x*'1 
St zSx n, z | x * , E ( y x t y x t l | Z >  
(where the sum of Z is over all sets which are £X ) which, from 
equation 13 in Section C. 2, 
« l——r S S n(Z | x*) S 2 
[R*(X) y x* ZçX TcX-Z 1 
(where the sum on T is over all admissible sets which are cX-Z) 
which, upon reversal of the order of summation of T and Z, 
« 1——r S S S S n[Z | x*) 
LR*(X) Y T x* ZcX-T 
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which, from equation 15, 
= S k*(T)2 (16) 
T 
where the sum is over the class of all admissible sets T and where 
k
*
(T) 
* ?* ^ • 
Equation 16 makes no assumption about the form of the observation 
structure and may therefore be regarded as the general expression for 
the expectation of the square of the sample mean. However, suppose 
the observation structure is balanced. Then, for a given T, and m^ 
are equal. That is, for all t* with a given T, 
mt* = R*(X)/R*(T) 
and 
= [R*{X)]2/R*{T) 
so that 
k*(T) = 1/R*(T) 
and, from equation 16, 
E(y0*) * S R*(T) ZT ' 
Equation 17 is Zyskind1 s (30) "standard sigma expansion" of the 
expectation of the square of the sample mean. Zyskind showed that it 
holds for a large variety of observation structures. Throckmorton 
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(18, p. 101) showed in a lengthy proof that it holds for all balanced 
complete observation structures and also (18, p. 149) that it holds for 
the Latin cube, which is a balanced incomplete observation structure. 
The above proof extends the result to all balanced observation structures. 
Since the above proof rests on the fundamental second moment theorem 
developed in this thesis, it is quite different in method from 
Throckmorton's proof. 
It will now be shown that a balanced observation structure is also 
necessary for the "standard sigma expansion, " so that no further 
extension is possible. The proof essentially amounts to a reversal of 
the steps leading to equation 17 and the reader may therefore regard the 
necessity as obvious. However, the proof is as follows. 
Suppose equation 17 holds identically. That is, from equation 16, 
suppose 
S k*(T> ST « s ^ 2t 
identically. Since the cap sigma s are the canonical parameters of the 
expected values of sample quadratic forms, coefficients of like sigmas 
may be equated: 
k*(T) * 1/R*(T). 
That is, 
S m2 = 1/R*(T) 
[R*(X)] ù t* ** 
or alternatively 
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S m2 - [R*{X)]2/R*(T) = 0 (18) 
t* 
) 
for every admissible T. 
From the definitions of m^ and R*(X), 
S m_ « R*(X) 
t* 1 
so that equation 18 can be written as 
S [ m * - R*(X)/R*(T)]2 * 0 
t* 
which implies that, for all t*, 
* R*(X)/R*(T) 
and this is true for every admissible set T. 
That is, in order for the expectation of the square of the sample 
mean to have the "standard sigma expansion, 11 it is necessary that every 
admissible set in the inference structure be observationally balanced. 
As was pointed out at the end of Section A. 10, every occurring combi­
nation is a combination of some admissible set. Hence if every 
admissible set is observationally balanced then every set is obser­
vationally balanced and the observation structure is therefore balanced. 
Thus, in order for the standard sigma expansion given in equation 17 to 
hold, it is necessary, as well as sufficient, that the observation 
structure be balanced. 
2. Partial sample means 
Suppose the observation structure is balanced. Let U be any set 
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of factors in the inference structure and therefore in the observation 
structure. By the same argument as was given in Section A, 3, there is 
at least one occurring combination of U in the observation structure. 
Since the observation structure is balanced, all occurring combinations 
of U in the observation structure contain the same number of 
responses. Therefore, let 
R*(X| U) * number of observationally occurring responses 
contained in any observationally occurring 
combination of U. 
Thus 
R*<X |0) x R*(X) 
and R*(X |X) * 1 . 
Similarly, for any admissible set T let 
R=4T | U) = number of observationally occurring combinations 
of T formed by the responses contained in any 
observationally occurring combination of U. 
Thus 
R*(T | 0) * R*(T) 
and R*(T|X) = 1 . 
Let the mean of the R*(X | U) observationally occurring responses in 
any observationally occurring combination u* of U be called a 
"partial sample mean" and denoted y^. : 
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yu* * R*(X|U) X»S.U<, yx* 
where S denotes summation of all observationally occurring 
x*-u* 
responses contained in a given observationally occurring combination 
u* of U. This mean is, of course, a random variable. 
It is clear that the observational responses contained in any 
observationally occurring u* form a balanced observation structure 
which is sampled from the same inference structure as was the whole 
observation structure. Consider equation 17 in Section D. 1. The 
quantities 2^, which appear in it are functions of the inference 
structure, not of the observation structure (q. v. equation 8 in Section 
B. 1). Hence these will not change in the expression for E(y2* ). Thus 
equation 17 at once gives its generalization to partial sample means: 
E(yu** = ^ R*(T |U) ST (19) 
where the summation is over all admissible sets T. 
Zyskind (30) and Throckmorton {18) repeatedly made use of this 
2 2 
conversion of a result for ) to a corresponding result for E(y^* ) 
(for admissible U). Throckmorton in particular described the process 
as setting the sample range of indices in U equal to unity by which he 
meant the property that for T and U both admissible 
R*(T |U) = R*(T - U) 
but this holds generally only for the balanced complete observation 
structures with which Throckmorton was primarily concerned. It did 
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not hold in the Latin cube example of a balanced incomplete observation 
structure which Throckmorton developed, as Throckmorton was aware. 
2 2 (See, for example, Throckmorton's expression for E(x ) (i.e., ) 
on his page 149 and the expression for ) on his page 150. 
Compare in particular the coefficient of 2^, in the former expression 
with the coefficient of 2^. in the latter. That is, R*(T | 0) * t, but 
R*(T |RCL) = 1 which is not obtained by setting the sample ranges of 
R, C, and L equal to unity. ) 
Since R*(T |X) * 1 for every admissible U, it follows that equation 
19 includes equation 14 at the end of Section C as a special case. Also, 
since I^*(T | 0) = R*(T) for every admissible T, it follows that 
equation 17 is also a special case of equation 19. Thus, equation 19 is 
the final result which applies to the obtaining of expected values of 
squares of partial sample means for balanced observation structures. 
There is one final point to note. It has been shown that a balanced 
observation structure is necessary and sufficient for the "standard 
sigma expansion.11 It is possible, that for some u*, y^. isTRe mean 
of a balanced observation structure while is not. That is, the 
whole observation structure may contain balanced partial structures 
without itself being balanced. In such cases and for such u*, equation 
19 holds, even though equation 17 does not. In fact such cases always 
exist, because equation 14 always holds and this too is a standard 
sigma expansion. That is, every observation structure consisting of 
one response is trivially a balanced structure. Since, as has been noted 
elsewhere, there is little general interest in observation structures 
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which are not balanced, no attempt will be made to give further special 
extensions of equation 19. One therefore may summarize by saying 
that in order for equation 19 to hold for every partial sample mean y * , 
it is necessary and sufficient that the observation structure be balanced. 
E. The Two Theorems Proved in This Chapter 
Two major original results have been obtained in this chapter. It is 
convenient to have them together and stated as theorems. This will now 
be done. The underlying conditions are that the inference structure is 
balanced complete, which term is defined in Section A. 8, and that the 
method of sampling is the "symmetric uniform probability method" 
given in Section C. 1. The set X denotes the set of all factors in the 
inference structure. Theorem 1 was proved in Section C. 2; Theorem 2 
was proved in Sections D. 1 and D. 2. 
Theorem 1 
Let yxJje and y^, be two responses in the observation structure 
such that 
x*  ^ x*1 
(Z) 
which means that x* and x*1 are in different levels of every factor in 
the set Z and are in the same level of every factor in the set X-Z. 
(If x* * x*' , then Z * 0 . ) 
Then 
E(yx,yx„|z) - | 2t 
TcX-Z 
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where the summation is over all admissible sets which contain no 
factors in Z and where the quantities are defined in equation 8 of 
Section B. 1. 
Theorem 2 
Let U be any set of factors and let y * be the mean of the 
responses in the observation structure which are contained in some 
observationally occurring combination u* of U. For any admissible 
set T, let 
R*(T |u) » number of observationally occurring combinations 
of T formed by the responses contained in u* . 
Special cases of R*(T Ju) are 
R*ÇT 10) = number of occurring combinations of T in the 
observation structure, 
and R*<T |X) * 1, 
and R*(0 |U) * 1. 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the identity 
E
*
yu* ) * 5, R*(T |U) ST 
to hold for every y * and every U is that the observation structure be 
balanced. 
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F. Some Abbreviated Notation and Examples of Experiments 
with a Balanced Incomplete Structure 
Although Theorem 1 is applicable to any observation structure, 
attention in this section will be restricted to balanced and in particular 
to balanced incomplete experiments (i.e., observation structures). This 
is partly because observation structures which are not balanced are of 
no general interest in experimental design and partly because Theorem 2 
covers balanced observation structures only. Further, an observation 
structure which is not balanced would be difficult to describe in any 
general form so that any development of an example would be ad hoc and 
therefore of little interest. Finally, attention is given to balanced incom­
plete experiments because Throckmorton (18) developed the theory for 
balanced complete experiments. 
Let y^, and Yx*i be two responses in the observation structure 
such that 
x* y x*' . (Z) 
If T is admissible and c X - Z  so that 2^, appears in the expansion 
E(yx*yx*. I z) - s zT 
TcX-Z 
then y^ and y^*, are contained in the same combination of T. 
If T is an admissible set such that every observationally occurring 
t* contains exactly one observationally occurring response then 2^, 
does not appear in the expansion 
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E(yx*yx„|z) = s sT 
TcX-Z 
except when Z = 0 (i.e., x* * x*1). 
Further, since by definition, for admissible T, 
R*(T | U) * number of observationally occurring combinations 
of T formed by the observational responses 
contained in an observationally occurring 
combination of U, 
then in the case where each t* has only one observational response, 
R*\(T IU) = number of observational responses contained in 
each observationally occurring u* which, by 
definition, 
= R*(x I U) 
and is otherwise independent of T. 
Now in the examples of balanced incomplete experiments to be given 
in this section, many admissible sets have the property that every 
observationally occurring combination contains exactly one observational 
response. The above discussion indicates that some brevity will be 
achieved by identifying such sets and pooling their cap sigmas into a 
single cap sigma. For example consider the Latin square experiment, 
with inference structure 
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R T 
R * rows 
C * columns 
T * treatments 
6 
The admissible sets are 
0, R, C, T, RC, RT, CT and RCT. 
(We hereafter usually follow the practice, for example, of writing RC 
for R + C. This is merely for brevity.) However, since every obser­
vationally occurring combination of any one of RC, RT, CT, or RCT 
contains exactly one observational response one may write 
because all these four right-hand cap sigma s have the same coefficient in 
the cap sigma expansion of any quadratic form expectation. By this 
means, the eight original cap sigma s which are to be manipulated are 
formally reduced to five: 
No new concept is involved: the purposes are purely those of 
brevity. The symbol will hereafter denote, in each example, a sum 
of cap sigma s corresponding to sets of factors whose occurring combi­
nations observationally contain exactly one response. 
In the Latin square example above one might denote the expectation of 
yx*yx*' ' where y^. and yx*i are in different rows and different 
columns, but the same treatment, by 
S0 * 2RC + SRT + SCT + SRCT 
S0' SR* 2C' 2T and V 
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E(yx*yx*. I Z = R + C) 
where Z is the "inequality set" of Theorem 1. For brevity however, 
and with no loss in clarity, write this simply as 
(Z = R+C) . 
Thus, 
E(yx*> = (z = 0) 
where 0 is the null set. In the Latin square we have, from Theorem 1, 
(Z = R + C) = + 2T . 
Seven examples of balanced incomplete experiments are given in this 
section. These are the "Finney partition" of a Latin square, the 
"modified Latin square, 11 the general two-dimensional lattice, a fairly 
general n-dimensional lattice, the balanced incomplete block design, a 
general incomplete block design, and the incomplete Latin square 
(including the Youden square as a special case). These examples were 
chosen because they illustrate various techniques made available by this 
thesis. Each of them exhibits an individual character and none is a 
complete generalization of any other. (For example, the general 
incomplete block design includes the balanced incomplete block design as 
a special case but, because of its generality, less can be said about it. ) 
The general problem is to obtain simple expressions for the 
expected mean squares and to do this with a minimum of algebra. The 
reader will soon find that the algebra is still not trivial and the problem 
of the general balanced incomplete observation structure is by no means 
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reduced to the degree of simplicity with which Throckmorton (18) left 
the class of balanced complete observation structures. 
This would appear to be inherent in the two types of structures. A 
balanced complete observation structure has a uniquely defined analysis 
of variance. This is not the case with a balanced incomplete structure. 
The analyses considered in the following examples are the traditional 
ones, but they are certainly not the definitive ones. For an interesting 
discussion of this, the reader may refer to Throckmorton's development 
of the Latin cube. The author does not feel that any analysis of an 
incomplete structure can be considered unique. 
However, within the class of balanced incomplete observation 
structures there is great variation in the types of analysis of variance 
which are traditional. This is evident in the way the subject of analysis 
of variance is taught. It is pedagogically better to proceed from the 
analysis of the complete (randomized) block design to that of the Latin 
square, yet in fact the analysis of the incomplete block design would be 
the more logical continuation. 
Thus, analyses may be roughly categorized into those which are 
covered entirely by Theorem 2, such as the complete (randomized) 
block and Latin square, and those which require, because of non-
orthogonalities in the traditional analyses, the more fundamental 
property of Theorem 1 as well. The first two examples (the Finney 
partition and the modified Latin square) are in the first category; the 
remaining five are in the second. 
That the algebra in the first category is relatively simple is a 
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reflection of the fact that all components in the sample analysis of 
variance are linear functions of squares of partial means. In the second 
category, more general types of quadratic forms are encountered. 
Although Theorem 1 makes the expectation of every element of a general 
quadratic form trivial, the combination of these elements into the 
required quadratic form is not trivial. Since, as has been stated 
elsewhere, the required quadratic forms in the class of "traditional" 
analyses of variance are so widely different, there does not appear to be 
any way of giving a simple general expression for the quadratic forms 
which can be encountered. 
Aside from the sole use of Theorem 2 in the first two examples, 
three other techniques are illustrated. In the two lattice examples, 
advantage is taken of the nature of these structures to obtain components 
in the relatively simple way they are usually computed. In the balanced 
incomplete block design the technique employed is a direct attack on the 
least squares normal equations. In the general incomplete block and 
incomplete Latin square examples the technique of computing a typical 
"residual" degree of freedom is used. The three techniques would 
appear to encompass the "expected mean square" problem for all 
balanced experiments, 
1. The Finney partition, a generalization of the Graeco-Latin square 
Consider the balanced incomplete structure 
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Aa Ba CP Dp E y Fy 
Bp cp D y  E y  Fa Aa 
c y D y  Ea Fa Ap BP 
Da Ea Fp Ap By cy 
EP Fp A y  By Ca Da 
F y Ay Ba Ca Dp Ep 
Note that the Latin letters form a Latin square. Every Greek letter 
appears twice in all rows, twice in all columns and is associated twice 
with all Latin letters. In general, a Finney partition of t x t Latin 
square is the imposition of g Greek letters on the square such that 
every Greek letter appears a times in all rows, a times in all columns 
and is associated with all Latin letters a times, where ag * t. Where 
g = t (a = 1), the partition forms a Graeco-Latin square. 
Strictly, this describes only a special case, the balanced Finney 
partition. Finney (5, 6, 7) envisaged unbalanced cases such as 
Aa Ba cp 
BP Ca Aa 
Ca AP Ba 
Here every Greek letter appears equally often in all rows, in all columns 
and associated with all Latin letters. The principle is generally the 
same -- the Greek letters form a partition which is "orthogonal" to 
rows, columns and Latin letters. However, we confine our attention to 
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the balanced cases. 
One interesting feature of the Finney partitions is that they exist in 
cases where Graeco-Latin squares do not, as in the above example of a 
6x6 square. 
The inference structure of a Finney partition is 
so that the admissible sets are 
0, R, G, L, G, RG, CG, LG, RC, RL, CL, RCL, RCG, 
RLG, CLG and RCLG. 
Every combination of any one of the sets 
RC, RL, CL, RCL, RCG, RLG, CLG or RCLG 
defines a unique response in the observation structure. So define 
20 ~ 2RC + 2RL + SCL + 2RCL + 2RCG + 2RLG 
+ 2CLG + 2RCLG * 
The proposed sample analysis of variance is a function of squares of 
partial means only. Hence expectations can be obtained entirely by use 
of Theorem 2. From that theorem, 
E(y0*) * 20 + (i/t)2R + (l/t)2c + (l/t)SL + (l/g)ZG + (l/gt)SRG 
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+ (i/gt)sCG + (i/gt)sLG + (i/t2)s0, 
E(y2*) * 20 + 2R + (l/t)2c + (l/t)2L + (l/g)2G + (l/g)2RQ 
+ (l/t)2CG + (l/t)2LG + (l/t)2Q, 
E(y2*) = 2^ + (1 /1) 2r + 2C + (l/t)2L + (l/g)2G + (l/t)2RG 
+ (l/g)2CG + (l/t)2LG + (l/t)20, 
E(y2*) « 20 + (l/t)2R + (l/t)2c+2L + (l/g)2G + (l/t)2RG 
+ (l/t)2CG + (l/g)2LG + (l/t)20, 
E(y2*) « 20 + (1/t)2r + (l/t)2c + (l/t)2L + 2Q + (l/t)2RG 
+ (1 It) 2cg + (1 /t) 2lg + (1 /at) 2q , 
E(yx*) = 2() + sr + zc+zl + sg + srg + scg + slg + s0. 
Note the various coefficients in these expansions. In the expansion of 
E(y05je) each cap sigma has a coefficient whose inverse is the total 
number of combinations, corresponding to the cap sigma, which occur in 
2 2 the sample. (The coefficient of 2q is 1/t because there are t 
responses in the sample. ) In the expansion of E(y2*) each cap sigma 
has a coefficient whose inverse is the total number of combinations, 
corresponding to the cap sigma, which occur in any one row of the 
sample. (The coefficient of 2R is unity, because there is only one 
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combination of R in a row. The coefficient of is 1/g because 
there are g Greek letters and, hence, combinations of RG in a row. 
The coefficient of 2~„ is 1/t because there are t columns and hence Liu 
t combinations of CG among the t responses in a row.) In the 
expansion of E(Yq* ) the coefficient of 2^ is 1/at, because a Greek 
letter has at responses in the sample, and so on. 
It is then a simple matter to obtain, with S. S. * "sum of squares 
for": 
E.S.S. ("total") * t2 E(y2* - y2*) * T, say 
E.S.S. ("rows") = t2 E(y2* - y^*) * R, say 
E.S.S. ("columns") * t2 E(y2* - y^*) * C, say 
E.S.S. ("Latin letters") = t2 E(y2* - y^*) = L, say 
E.S.S. ("Greek letters") = t2 E(Yg* ~ 70*) - G, say 
and 
E.S.S. ("residual") * T-R-C-L-G. 
The results are given in Table 1. As an experimental design the 
structure would appear to have its greatest use for the case where Latin 
and Greek letters are two treatment factors and rows and columns are 
two experimental unit factors. (The possibility of having three of the 
factors apply to experimental units seems inappropriate, since it cannot 
then be properly randomized. ) Under these circumstances the general 
Finney partition seems hopelessly biased for variance ratio significance 
tests, unless all two, three and four factor interactions are assumed to 
be zero. 
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Table 1. Analysis of variance of a balanced Finney partition of a t x t 
Latin square with g Greek letters and with t = ag. (With 
a * 1, g * t, this applies to the Graeco-Latin square) 
d.f. Source Expected Mean Square 
t-1 Rows tZR + a E2rg + VT 2CG + Si" ZLCp + Z0 
t-1 Columns SC + a C St SRG + SCG + Kt SLg3 + S0 
t-1 Latin letters tS^ + a[ 2RG + 2CG + Z^G] + SQ 
g-1 Greek letters atZ^ + a(2R<_. + + 2^q) + 2^ 
t2-3t-g+3 Residual3, a(t-3)(g-l) (2 + s + S ) + 2 
t -3t-g+3 RG CG LG 0 
Z0 * ZRC + ZRL + ZCL + ZRCL + ZRCG + SRLG + ZCLG + SRCLG 
^Applicable only for t > 3. 
Even in the Graeco-Latin square special case (where a * 1, g * t) we 
have 
E(Latin letters mean square) = tE^ + E(Residual mean square). 
By definition, 
ZL - ' C/R'rjL * C/O-rcL " + (1/RC'4cL 
+ (i/rG>4GL + U/GO^cgl - (i/RCG)4CGL, 
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where R * number of rows in population of rows, etc. 
The assumption of additivity of treatments and experimental units is 
°RL * °CL * °RCL * °RGL * °CGL ~ °RCGL * 0 
so that, under this assumption, 
S L " ' L - « 1 / G > 4  L '  
and the presence of interaction between the treatment factors (cql 0) 
means that the test of significance of main effects is entangled with the 
two-factor treatment interaction. From these results one would have to 
reject the Finney partition and the Graeco-Latin square as useful 
designs except in special purely additive situations. 
2. The modified Latin square 
Rojas and White (17) described a design for t(= ab) treatments (T) 
applied to tb plots (P) which are arrayed in b rows (R) and b 
sections (S) such that every row-section combination contains a plots. 
The design has some of the Latin square "two-way control of hetero­
geneity" feature in that every treatment appears exactly once in all rows 
and exactly once in all sections, so that there are b replicates of every 
treatment. For a * Z, b * 3 an example is 
A B C D E F 
C E A F B D 
D F B E A C 
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When a * 1, b = t, the "modified Latin square" is an ordinary Latin 
square. 
The inference structure is 
so that the admissible sets are 
0, R, S, RS, T, RS(P), RT, ST, RST, and RS(PT) . 
Every combination of any one of 
RS(P), RT, ST, RST or RS(PT) 
defines a unique observational response. So, 
20 * ZRS(P) + 2RT + 2ST + SRST + 2RS(PT) * 
The analysis of variance given by Rojas and White is, with S. S. 
* "sum of squares for," 
E.S.S. ("total") = btE(y^ - yjj 
E.S.S. ("rows") « bt E(y^ - y^) 
E.S.S. ("sections") * bt E(y^ - y^*) 
E.S.S. ("treatments") = bt E(y^. - y^*) 
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E.S.S. ("residual") * remainder. 
From Theorem 2, 
E(y^) = + (l/b)ZR + (l/b)2s + (l/b2)2RS + (l/t)ST + (l/tb)SQ, 
E(y^) = + 2R + (l/b)Ss + (l/b)SRS + (l/t)ST + (l/t)S0, 
E(y^} = + (l/b)ZR + Ss + (l/b)ZRS + (l/t)ST + (l/t)2Q, 
E(y^) * S0 + (l/b)SR + (l/b)2s + (l/b)2RS+ST + (l/b)SQ, 
E(y^)= s0+zR+as+sJls + aR+so. 
The results are given in Table 2. Note that 
E("treatments" mean square) - E("residual" mean square) 
a^t-l " t>2~) 2RS + bST * 
By definition, 
SRS = °*RS ™ ^^P^°"RS(P) ™ ^^"RST + ^1^PT^<rRS(PT) 
(where T * number of treatments in population, P * number of plots in 
each row section of the population) which, under "additivity" i. e. , 
°RST " °RS(PT) * 0> is e1ual to 
°"RS " '1/P,<rRS(P) * 
The design is therefore biased for the purposes of a variance ratio test 
of significance of treatment effects. Rojas and White (17) gave a 
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practical means of overcoming this bias in general and examined its 
effect in some agronomic data. 
Table 2. Analysis of variance of the modified Latin square with b 
rows (R), b sections ~[S)t a plots (P) per row-section, 
and t(* ab) treatments (T) 
d. f. Source Expected Mean Square 
b-1 Rows t2R+aZRg+2g 
b-1 Sections tZg +aS^g + 2^ 
t-1 Treatments ^RS + + ^0 
(t-2)(b-l) Residual ZRS + S0 
S0 « SRS<P) + ZRT + SST + SRST + SRS(PT) 
3, The two-dimensional lattice 
A type of incomplete block design in which the number of treatments 
is the square of the block size: 
,.k* 
is the "two-dimensional lattice. 11 More specifically there are k plots in 
a block and no treatment occurs more than once in a block. Hence a 
replicate consists of k blocks. Since in any one replicate k-1 of the 
k^ - 1 treatment degrees of freedom are confounded with blocks, it is 
necessary to have additional replicates using different treatment 
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groupings in the blocks in order to obtain "intrablock" estimates of all 
k^ - 1 treatment degrees of freedom. 
The method of forming the different groupings in the various 
replicates is not haphazard and is part of the specification of the design 
known as the two-dimensional lattice. The reader can refer to certain 
sections of Chapter 23 of Kempthorne's book for a full discussion of the 
method, but what is given here would appear to be a quite general 
approach. 
2 The k treatment designations are randomly arranged in k x k 
square array. Then the k rows of this array give the block groupings 
for one type of replicate. Similarly the k columns give another type of 
replicate. If only two such replicate types are admitted (perhaps 
repeated r/2 times to give a totality of r replicates) the design is 
called a "simple" (two-dimensional) lattice. 
Now the letters of a Latin square can be superimposed on the array 
of treatment designations and the k different letters can then give the 
block groupings of a third type of replicate. Such a design is called a 
"triple" (two-dimensional) lattice. If a k x k Graeco-Latin square 
exists a fourth replicate type, giving a "quadruple" lattice, can be 
formed. If k is a prime number or the power of a prime than a 
"(k + l)-tuple" lattice can be formed. 
In general, therefore, consider a lattice with n replicate types, 
each repeated r/n times for a totality of r replicates, and call this an 
" n - t u p l e  t w o - d i m e n s i o n a l "  l a t t i c e  w h e r e  2 < n < k  +  l .  
Kempthorne (11) specifically considered the case where the group of 
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k blocks called a replicate is itself the level of a factor (which nests 
blocks). This approach will be followed although it is obvious that its 
applicability is not general. The algebra would in fact be slightly 
simpler if we regarded replicates as not a factor, but we would prefer to 
demonstrate the technique in the somewhat more complicated situation as 
well as to compare with Kempthorne's "infinite model" results. Under 
these circumstances the rk^ observational responses are sampled 
from the inference structure: 
replicates 
blocks 
plots 
treatments 
€ 
The structure diagram and the preceding discussion make the 
randomization-selection process clear. Whether or not the k^ treat­
ments are sampled from some larger population, we imply a random 
permutation of their designations in the k x k array. Since n, the 
number of replicate types, is a given parameter, the block groupings are 
thus determined at this point. 
The r replicates are sampled and this implies a random grouping of 
these into n types of r/n replicates each. Then within each replicate, 
k blocks are sampled and this implies a random assignment of each of 
them to one of the treatment groups in that type of replicate. Finally the 
k plots within each block are sampled thereby giving their actual 
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treatment assignments. 
We are interested in obtaining the expected sum of squares for 
"treatments, eliminating blocks." It is clear that the k^ - 1 degrees of 
freedom so represented have two components: 
a# A component consisting of n(k-1 ) degrees of freedom each of 
which is, over all replicates, partially confounded with blocks. 
The "eliminating blocks" estimates of these must therefore be 
obtained from replicates of types in which they are not con­
founded. There are n sets of these, each set consisting of 
k-1 degrees of freedom. Each of these sets is fully confounded 
with blocks in r/n replicates and completely uneonfounded in 
r - r/n replicates. It is from these latter replicates that 
intrablock estimates of any one of these sets must be obtained. 
b. A component consisting of the remaining k^ - 1 - n(k-l) degrees 
of freedom, which are completely unconfounded with blocks in all 
replicates. 
Consider the i-th row of the array of treatment designations. Let 
the total of all observational responses obtained with these treatments be 
T^. Now T^ is a total over all r replicates. It can therefore be 
factored: 
T. * T . + T . 1 ci ux 
where T^ is the corresponding total over the r/n replicates whose 
blocks are formed by the rows of the array and T^ is the corresponding 
total over the remaining r - r/n replicates. In these latter replicates 
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the k - 1 treatment degrees of freedom represented by the rows of the 
array are completely uneonfounded with blocks. If the reader will 
consider a replicate whose blocks are formed by the columns or the 
"Latin letters" of the array he will see that in every one of these r - r/n 
replicates every two different responses forming occupy different 
blocks. 
It follows, therefore, that the sum of squares of deviations among the 
quantities T j , . . ., is the sum of squares for k - 1 of the n(k - 1) 
degrees of freedom in the first component discussed above. Now T^. 
is the total of k(r - r/n) responses. The symmetric method of 
regarding T^., T^, therefore shows that, for i 4 i1 » 
Zkff-'Wn) E<Tui ' Tui'>2 = lE<Tui> " E(TulTul'^ 
is the expected value of the whole fir st component. 
The expected value of the second component will be obtained indi-
2 
rectly, as follows. Consider the k - 1 degrees of freedom among the 
treatment totals fi.. e. , the sum of squares for "treatments, ignoring 
blocks"). This too can be decomposed into two components: 
a. A component consisting of n(k - 1) degrees of freedom repre­
senting partially block-confounded treatment comparisons. 
For example k - 1 of these are the k - 1 confounded degrees 
of freedom among the rows of the array. These are the sum 
of squares of deviations among the quantities T^ , . . . , T^. 
b. A component consisting of the remaining k^ - 1 - n(k - 1), 
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completely unconfounded, degrees of freedom. This component 
is therefore identical to the second component of "treatments, 
eliminating blocks. " 
Since direct and very simple application of Theorem 2 will give the 
expected sum of squares for "treatments, ignoring blocks," the 
expectation of the k^ - 1 - n(k - 1) completely unconfounded degrees of 
freedom can be obtained by difference provided that the expectation of 
the n(k - 1) partially confounded degrees of freedom can be obtained. 
Since T^ is the sum of rk responses then a typical partially confounded 
degree of freedom is 
( T i  - T /  
2rk 
The symmetric point of view therefore shows that for i ^  i1 
°£k"E(Ti'Ti')Z = "'rk " CE(Tf> * E(T.T.,)] 
is the expected value of the whole partially confounded component of 
"treatments, ignoring blocks. " 
To summarize therefore 
Tj * sum of responses for the k treatments in the i-th row 
of the treatment array, over all r replicates. 
Tcj, * sum of the responses for these k treatments over those 
r/n replicates whose blocks are formed by the rows of 
the treatment array. 
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* sum of the responses for these k treatments over those 
r - r/n replicates whose blocks are not formed by the 
rows of the treatment array. 
T. ~ T . + T . . 1 ci ui 
Also, with S.S. * "sum of squares for," 
E.S.S. ("treatments, eliminating blocks") 
- ki7^ C E<Tul>-E<TulTu2>] (with ees 
of freedom) 
+ E(residual component with k^ - l - n(k - 1) degrees of 
freedom). 
E(residual component) * E.S.S. ("treatments, ignoring blocks") 
-  
N (^'1 }  CE(TJ) - E(TxT2)] . 
Before proceeding note from the inference structure diagram that 
the admissible sets are 
0, R, R(B), RB(P), T, RT, R(BT) and RB(PT) 
and that 
Z0 * ZRB(P) + ZRT + ZR(BT) + ZRB(PT) 
for the usual reasons. 
Consider 
E(T^) * E [sum of k(r - r/n) responses] [ sum of k(r-r/n) 
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responses] 
* E C  sum of k^(r-r/n) products yy' involving the same 
replicate] 
+ E [ sum of k^ (r - r/n)(r - r/n- 1) products yy' involving 
different replicates] . 
2 Of the k (r - r/n) products in the first sum, k(r - r/n) involve identity 
(y s y') and the remaining k(k- l)(r - r/n) involve different treatments 
and, by the definition of , different blocks (and hence different 
plots). Hence 
E (first sum) * k(r - r/n) [ (Z « 0) + (k - 1)(Z = B +P + T) ] . 
Of the k^ (r - r/n)(r - r/n - 1) products in the second sum, involving 
different replicates (and hence different blocks and plots), k(r - r/n) 
(r-r/n-1) involve the same treatment and the remaining k(k - 1) 
(r - r/n)(r - r/n - 1) involve different treatments. Hence 
E(second sum) * k(r - r/n)(r - r/n - 1) C (Z = R +B +P) 
+ (k- 1)(Z = R+B+P + T)] . 
Therefore, 
E(T^) *k(r -r/n)C (Z = 0) + (k-l)(Z * B+P + T) 
+ (r-r/n- 1)[ (Z = R + B+P) + (k-l)(Z * R+B +P + T)J ] , 
which, from Theorem 1 and, upon combining terms, 
= k(r - r/n) [ k(r - r/n)S^ + kSR + + (r - r/n)ST + ZQ3 . 
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For subsequent expansions of quadratic forms only enough detail will be 
given so that the reader can reconstruct the argument. 
Consider 
E(T^j T^) * E [ sum of k(r - r/n) responses J [ sum of k(r - r/n) 
responses] 
~ E [ sum of k^ (r - r/n) products yy' involving the 
same replicate] 
+ E £ sum of k^ (r - r/n)(r - r/n - 1 ) products yy' 
involving different replicates] . 
If the reader will think of T , and T as two different rows of the 
ul u2 
array, then in a replicate formed say by the columns it is easy to see 
2 that, of the k (r - r/n) products in the first sum, k(r - r/n) involve the 
same block (but, because 1 # 2, different treatments and therefore 
different plots) and the remaining k(k - l)(r - r/n) involve different 
blocks and hence plots and treatments. Hence 
E (fir st sum) * k(r - r /n) [ i Z * P + T) + (k-l)j(Z = B+P + T)] . 
In the second sum every product involves different replicates and 
hence different blocks and plots. Also, since 1^2, every product 
involves different treatments. Therefore 
E{second sum) * k^(r-r/n)(r - r/n-1) (Z xR+B+P + T) 
so that 
E(TulTu2* * k(r - r /n) [ "(Z x P + T) + (k - 1)(Z x B+P + T) 
+ k(r -r/n- 1) (Z xR + B+P + T)] 
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* k(r - r/n) [ k(r - r/n)20 + kSR + SR(B) ^ ' 
The relevant second moments of the T . quantities have thus been 
ui 
developed. Corresponding ones for the T^ quantities are also 
required, in order to develop &(T2) and E(T^ T^). Now 
E(T^) * (rk/n)CC(Z = 0) + (k- 1)(Z * P + T) 3 
+ (r/n - 1) C (Z * R+B+P) + (k - 1)(Z = R+B + P + T)J] 
* (rk/njCtrk/n)!;^ + kSR + kSR^Bj + (r/n)ST + ] . 
Also 
E(Tci Tc2) * (rk2/n) [ (Z = B +P + T) + (r/n - 1)(Z * R+B +P + T)] 
* (rk2/n) C(r/n)20 + 2R ] . 
Finally, E(T^ T^^) and E(T^^ T^) are required. Now, 
E(Tci Tui) ~ (rk/n)(r-r/n)[(Z * R+B+P) + (k - 1)(Z *R+ B + P + T) 3 
which, from Theorem 1 and, upon combining terms, 
* (rk/n)(r - r/n)(k2^ + 2^,) . 
Also, 
E(Tci tu2) = (rk2/n)(r-r/n)(Z x R+B+P+ T) 
x (rk2/n)(r-r/n)20 . 
Now 
T, x T . + T . 1 cl ul 
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so that 
E(T*) « E(T^) + E(T^) + 2E(TclTul) 
which, from the preceding results and upon combining terms, 
"  r k [ , k 2 ( , + k 2 R  +  ( M + l ) 2 R ( B ) + r 2 T + Z : 0 ]  .  
Also 
E(TlT2) - E(TulTu2H2E(TclTu2)+E(TclTc2) 
which, from the preceding results and upon combining terms, 
* k[ r2kS0 + rkSR + (r - r/nîS^gj 3 . 
Now, as was shown earlier, 
E S.S. for the n(k - 1) degrees of freedom component of 
"treatments, eliminating blocks" representing 
partially block-confounded comparisons 
-  Î ^ ^ C E C T ^ - E t T ^ T j ]  
which, from the preceding results, 
* n{k-l) [ (r - r/n)ST + SQ ] . 
Also, 
E.S.S. for the n(k- 1) degrees of freedom component of 
"treatments, ignoring blocks" representing partially 
block-confounded comparisons 
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« C E ( T j )  -  E ( T X T  ) ]  
rk 
which, from the preceding results, 
«  n ( k - l ) [  r S T  +  ( k / n ) S R ( B )  +  S 0  ]  .  
Now 
E.S.S, ("treatments, ignoring blocks'1) 
- rk2 [ E(y2„) - E(y2*)] 
which, from Theorem 2, 
-  
r k 2 £ S * + ? Z R + 7 S R ( B ) + Z T + 7 V  
-  
r k  [  Z j  + - S R + ^ j Z R ^ B j + - j 2 t  + — - j S 0 ]  
-  t k 2 - l ) [  k T T S R ( B ) + r Z T + S 0 ]  *  
Also, 
2 E.S.S. the k - 1 - n(k-1 ) degrees of freedom representing 
unconfounded treatment comparisons 
* E.S.S, ^"treatments, ignoring blocks") 
- E(T2) - E<T1T2)] 
which, from the above results, 
*  C  k 2 - l - n ( k - l ) ]  ( r S T  + 2 0 )  
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=  ( k - l ) ( k + l - n ) ( r S T  +  2 q )  .  
Adding the two components gives 
E.S.S. ("treatments, eliminating blocks") 
«  n ( k - l ) U r - r / n ) 2 T  +  S Q  ]  +  ( k  -  l ) ( k  +  1  -  n ) ( r  S T  +  S Q )  
« (k2-!)^^ +Zo) 
which, interestingly, is independent of the number n of confoundings 
used. 
To complete the analysis of variance expectations Theorem 2 can be 
used entirely, as follows: 
E.S.S. ("total") 
- rk2 C E(y^) - E(y2,f)] 
=  k 2 ( r - l ) 2 R  + k ( r k - l ) Z ^ ( B )  +  r ( k 2 - l ) Z T  + { r k 2 - l ) 2 0 .  
E.S.S. ("replicates") 
« rk2 [Ely2*) - E(y2t)] 
"  ( r - i ) C k 2zR +  kz;R(B)  + z0 ]  .  
E.S.S. ("blocks, ignoring treatments") 
* rk2 C E(y(rb)* > " E(y2.)] 
«  r ( k - l ) [ k ^ ( B ) + 2 T + 2 0 ]  .  
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E.S.S. ("blocks, eliminating treatments") 
* E.S.S. ("blocks, ignoring treatments") 
+ E.S.S. ("treatments, eliminating blocks") 
- E.S.S. ("treatments, ignoring blocks") 
which, from the preceding results, 
« r{k-l)C| ( r - l ) S R ( B ) + S 0 ]  .  
E.S.S. ("intrablock error") 
* E.S.S. ("total") - E.S.S. ("replicates") 
- E.S.S. {"blocks, ignoring treatments") 
I 
- E.S.S. ("treatments, eliminating blocks") 
which, from the preceding results, 
* (rk2 - rk - k2 + 1)Zq .  
The above results are summarized in Table 3. 
4. The n-dimensional lattice 
Consider a design for a cubic number of treatments: 
where we wish to apply them in blocks of k plots each. If the treat­
ment designations are randomly arranged in a cubic array, a replicate 
2 2 type of k blocks can be formed using the k different "rows x 
column" combinations of the array. Since this confounds k2 - 1 of the 
Table 3. The n-tuple two-dimensional lattice with k plots per block and r/n repetitions 
Two analyses 
d. f. Source Expected Mean Square 
r - 1  
r(k-l) 
Replicates 
Blocks, ignoring treatments 
k SR + kSR^B) + SQ 
k2R(B) + ST + S0 
k 2 - l  Treatments, eliminating blocks k+1 ST + 20 
n(k-1 ) Partially confounded component ( r  - r / n ) S T  +  
(k- l )(k+ l -n) Unconfounded component r ST + Sq 
rk2 - rk - k2 - 1 Intrablock error 
r(k-l) Blocks, eliminating treatments f <r-1)SR tB) + S0 
k 2 - l  Treatments, ignoring blocks k+1 SR(B) + r ST + 20 
n(k-1 ) Partially confounded component r ST + n SR(B) + S0 
Table 3 (Continued) 
d. f. Source Expected Mean Square 
(k- l )(k+ l -n) Unconfounded component r 
2 2 
rk -rk-k +1 Intrablock error 2q 
20 * 2RB(P) + SRT + 2R(BT) + SRB(PT) 
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- 1 treatment degrees of freedom with blocks, another replicate type 
using the k2 different "row x layer" combinations of the array can be 
3 formed in order that all k - 1 treatment degrees of freedom be not 
entirely confounded with blocks. For purposes of symmetry we consider 
forming a third type of replicate using the k2 different "column x 
layer" combinations of the array to form the block groupings. 
More generally, suppose, for n > 1, 
t = kn . 
We randomly arrange the treatment designations in an n-dimensional 
array and form n replicate types, in an obvious extension of the 
n-1 
method outlined for n * 3, where each replicate consists of k blocks 
o f  k  p l o t s  e a c h .  T h i s  b a s i c  s e t  o f  n  r e p l i c a t e s  m a y  b e  r e p e a t e d  r / n  
times giving a totality of r replicates. It is this formulation which we 
call an n-dimensional lattice. 
When n = 2 such a design is identical to the simple two-
dimensional lattice which has been discussed as part of the general 
two-dimensional lattice situation. 
The sum of squares for "treatments, eliminating blocks" with 
kn - 1 degrees of freedom has two components: 
a. A component which is partially confounded with blocks, 
consisting of n(kn * - 1) degrees of freedom. This component 
n — X 
consists of n sets of k - 1 degrees of freedom each. 
Each one of these sets is completely confounded with blocks in 
r/n replicates and completely unconfounded with blocks in 
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r  -  r / n  r e p l i c a t e s .  
b. A component which is completely unconfounded with blocks in 
all replicates, consisting of kn - 1 - n(kn * - 1) degrees of 
freedom. 
The sum of squares for "treatments, ignoring blocks" may be 
divided into two analogous components and the second component is 
identical to the second component of "treatments, eliminating blocks. " 
Consider the treatment groupings into blocks in any one type of 
replicate. There are kn * of them, each consisting of k treatments. 
Consider the i-th of these kn * groupings. Let 
T^ = total, overall r replicates, of the responses obtained with 
the k treatments in this grouping. Thus, T^ is the total 
of rk responses. 
Now 
T. * T . + T . 
1 CI ui 
where 
T^ = totals of these responses over the r/n replicates in which 
these k treatments form a block. Thus T . is the total CI 
of rk/n responses, 
T^ = total of these responses over the r-r/n replicates in which 
these k treatments do not form a block. Thus T^ is the 
total of k(r - r/n) responses. 
Now, by obvious extension of the approach taken with the two-
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dimensional lattices, 
2k(r - r/n) E C <Tul " Tu2>2 ] ' [E(Tu1> " E'Tul Tu2>] 
is the expectation of a typical degree of freedom in the first component 
of "treatments, eliminating blocks. " Hence 
is the expectation of the first component of "treatments, ignoring 
blocks. " 
Before proceeding to these and other expectations we give the 
inference structure, which is the same as for the two-dimensional 
lattice (we are assuming that replicates are an inferential factor). 
[ E ( T ^ ) . E ( T u l T u 2 , ]  
is the expectation of the whole component. 
Similarly, 
"0%  ^" 1} [ E(T2) - E(Tj T2)3 
R 
B 
P 
T 
R * replicates 
B * blocks 
P - plots 
T * treatments 
The admissible sets are 
0, R, R(B), RB(P), T, RT, R(BT), and RB(PT) ; 
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and, for the usual reasons, 
20 = 2RB(P) + ZRT + SR(BT) + ZRB(PT) ' 
Now, as in the two-dimensional lattice discussion, 
E(T^) = k(r - r/n) C (Z = 0) + (k-l)(Z = B+P + T) 
+  ( r  -  r / n  -  1 ) ( Z  =  R  +  B  +  P )  
+  ( k -  l ) ( r  - r / n -  1 ) ( Z  =  R + B + P +  T ) ]  
* k(r - r/n) [ k(r - r/n)2^ + k2R + + (r - r/n)2T 
+  Z o  ] -
E ( T  , T  )  =  k { r  -  r / n )  C (Z = P + T) + (k- 1)(Z « B+P + T) 
+ k(r - r/n-l) ( Z  * R + B + T )3 = k(r - r/n) [ k(r - r/n) 2^ 
+ k2R + 2r^b)J . 
E(T2 j) * (rk/n)[ (Z = 0) + (k- 1)(Z * P + T) + (r/n- 1)(Z = R + B + P) 
+ (k- l)(r/n- 1)(Z * R+B+P + T)] 
= (rk/n)Ctrk/n)20  +k2R +k2R(B)  + (r/n)2T +2q ]. 
E(Tci Tc2) = (rk2/n)C (Z = B+P + T) + (r/n- 1)(Z = R+B + T)J 
= (rk2/n) C (r/n)20  + SR 3 .  
E ( T u i T c i )  =  ( r k / n ) ( r - r / n ) [  ( Z  *  R + B + P )  +  ( k -  1 ) ( Z * R + B + P  +  T ) ]  
= (rk/n)(r - r/n) C k20 + 2 t  3. 
E(Tul Tc2> " (rk2/n)(r-r/n)S#. 
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E(T2) - E(T^)+E(T^)+2E(TulTcl) 
•  r k [  r k S ^  +  k Z R  +  -  Z R ( B )  +  r Z T  +  2 0  ^  "  
E(TjT2) - E(Tul Tu2) + E(Tcl Tc2) + 2E(Tul Tc2) 
*  k C  r 2 k S ^  +  r k S R  +  ( r - r / n ) S R ( B ) ]  .  
E.S.S. (component of "treatments, eliminating blocks" representing 
partially block-confounded treatment comparisons, with 
n(kn * - 1) degrees of freedom ) 
- TS^77ÏÏTC E<Tu1>"E<TU1TU2>] 
* n(kn_1 - 1) C  (r - r/n)ST + say. 
E.S.S. (component of "treatments, ignoring blocks" representing 
partially block-confounded treatment comparisons, with 
n(kn * - 1) degrees of freedom ) 
= C E(T2) - E(TX T2)3 
= n(kn'1-l) C  (k/n)SR(B) + rST+S0] = v [ , say. 
Now, 
E.S.S. ("treatments, ignoring blocks") = rk11 C E{y^) - E(y^) ] 
which, from Theorem 2, 
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=  r k n  [ S ^  +  ( l / r ) S R  +  (l/r)SR(B) + ST + (l/ r ) S Q ]  
- rkn C + (l/r)ZR + (l/rkn-1)SR(B) + (l/kn)ST 
+ (l/rkn)S03 
+ = V, say. 
Also, 
E.S.S. (component of treatments sum of squares representing block-
unconfounded comparisons, with k11 - 1 - n(kn - 1) 
degrees of freedom) * V1 -
= (kn- 1 -nkn-1 +n)(rST + ZQ) = V^, say. 
Finally, 
E.S.S. ("treatments, eliminating blocks") = 
=  ( k n - l )  [  rkI1"1tk ~ 1 ) S  + S  3 = V, say. 
k - 1 
We also require 
- ~i~n T ir/..2 x _ tr ^ E.S.S. ("total") = rkn C E(y2 ) - E(y2  )3 
which, from Theorem 2, 
-  
r k n C S 0 + Z R + S R ( B ) + 2 T + 2 o 3  
- rkn [Z0 + (l/r)2R + (l/rkn"1)2R(B) +-(l/kn)ST 
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+ (l/rkn)Z0] 
*  k n ( r - l ) S R  +  k ( r k n " 1 - l ) S R ( B )  +  r ( k n - l ) S T  
+  ( r k n - l ) 2 0  .  
E.S.S. ("blocks, ignoring treatments") = rkn - E(y^)] 
which, from Theorem 2, 
« rkn Cz0+SR + SR(B) + (l/k)ST +j[l/k)S0] 
- rkn [S^ +SR + (l/kn-1)2R(B) + {l/kn)ST + (l/kn)SQ] 
«  r ( k n _ 1 - l )  [ k S R ( B )  + S T  + S 0  ]  *  B ' ,  s a y  
E.S.S. ("replicates") = rk*-[E(y^J - E(y^)] 
which, from Theorem 2 and upon combining terms, 
«  ( r - l ) [ k n S R +  k S R ( B )  + 2 0  1  =  R '  s a y -
Then, 
E.S.S. ("residual") * E.S.S. ("total") - R - B' - V 
* (rkn-rkn"1 -kn + l)2Q . 
Also, 
E.S.S. ("blocks, eliminating treatments") = V + B1 - V1 
.  r ( k " - l . U [ M L l i 2 2 R ( B ) + S o ]  .  
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Yates (1939, as cited in Kempthorne's book) showed that if the block 
factor is ignored in the sample analysis of variance of a square (n = 2) 
or cubic (n * 3) lattice, so that the analysis is like that of a randomized 
blocks design (with replicates serving as blocks), then the analysis 
still gives an unbiased test of significance. That is, in the absence of 
treatment effects, the expected values of the "treatments, ignoring 
blocks" and of the "R x T" mean squares are the same. This proof 
was based, of course, on an ordinary infinite, and additive, model. We 
may check this statement with the present formulation. We require 
only 
E.S.S. (R x T) = E.S.S. ("total") - R - V' 
-  t r - D ( k n - l ) [  ^ 2 r ( b , + = 0 3  •  
The above results are summarized in Tables 4a and 4b. As shown 
in Table 4b, Yates' assertion holds even in these finite models. By 
definition, in this case, 
_ „ 2 1 2 
T  ° * T  "  R  ° R T  
where R is the number of replicates in the population of replicates. 
H e n c e ,  f r o m  T a b l e  4 b ,  w i t h  M . S .  *  " m e a n  s q u a r e  f o r " ,  
E.M.S. ("treatments") * E.M.S. ("residual") + r(<r^ - ^  °rt^ 
2 2 
and if "absence of treatment effects" implies o-^, * = 0, then 
Yates was quite right. 
Table 4a. The n-dimensional lattice with k plots per block and r/n repetitions 
Two analyses 
d. f. Source Expected Mean Square 
r -1 Replicates n. k  2 R  +  k S R ^ j  +  S Q  
rtk11"1-!) 
kn - 1 
Blocks, ignoring treatments 
Treatments, eliminating blocks 
kSR(B) + ST + S0 
n(kn~1 - 1 ) Partially confounded component ( r  - r / n ) S T  +  S Q  
k n -  1  - n ( k n _ 1  -  1 )  Unconfounded component r S T + S 0  
rkn - rk""1 -k" + l Residual 
r ( k n - ' - l )  Blocks, eliminating treatments k ( r - l )  
r ~R(B) " "0 
kn - 1 Treatments, ignoring blocks SR(B) + r ST + S0 
Table 4a (Continued) 
d. f. Source Expected Mean Square 
n(kn~ Partially confounded component (k/n) 2r(b) + r 2t + Sq 
k n -  1  - n(kn" * - 1 )  Unconfounded component r 2t + 2q 
r k n - rk11"1- k11 + 1 Residual 20 
20 * SRB(P) + SRT + SR(BT) + SRB(PT) 
Table 4b. Analysis of variance of an n-dimensional lattice as a randomized blocks design 
d. f. Source Expected Mean Square 
r - 1 Replicates n, k  S R + k 2 R ( B ) + 2 0  
kn- 1 Treatments, ignoring blocks 
k n _  x  S R ( B )  +  r S T  +  S 0  
(r- l )(kn - l )  Residual ^f2R(B) + S0 
S0 * 2RB^P) + SRT + SR(BT) + SRB(PT) 
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5. The balanced incomplete block design ( 
Consider a design for t treatments (T) applied on b blocks "(B) 
of k plots (P) each where 1 < k< t and where each treatment appears 
once or not at all in any block and where every treatment appears in r 
of the b blocks. If, in addition, all pairs of treatments occur together 
in the same number, say X, of the blocks, the design is called a 
"balanced incomplete block design.11 Relations which necessarily follow 
are 
bk * rt * number of plots in the experiment 
X  *  r ( k -  l ) / ( t -  1 )  .  
The inference structure is 
B 
P 
€ 
so that the admissible sets are 0, B, B(P), T, BT, and B(PT). Also, 
S0 = ZB(P) + SBT + 2B(PT) 
f o r  t h e  u s u a l  r e a s o n .  
In the example of the general incomplete block design which follows 
the present one, a result is obtained which would be useful here. We 
prefer, however, to develop the results in this example directly in order 
to demonstrate techniques which are generally useful in solving 
problems of this kind. 
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The intrablock normal equations (see p. 533 of Kempthorne's book) 
reduce to 
( r  -  r / k ) t .  -  ( X / k )  S  t . ,  *  T  -  ( l / k ) S d  B  ( =  Q  ,  s a y )  
J j.^j J J i 1J 1 J 
where 
A 
tj * estimate of j-th treatment effect (j * 1, , ,., t) 
Tj * total of r responses obtained with j-th treatment 
d^ • 1 if treatment j occurs in block i (i * 1,..., b) 
* 0 otherwise 
B^ * total of k responses in block i. 
"> * 
Under the assumption S t., * -1., these become 
j ' f j  J  J  
{ r  -  r / k  +  X / k )  t .  *  Q .  
J J 
so that 
*  b ( k - l )  Q j  *  
It follows that, with S. S. * "sum of squares for" 
S.S. ("treatments, eliminating blocks") * St. Q. * A ,  \  v  S .  Q ?  ,  
j J J D vK_ 11 J J 
and E.S.S. ("treatments, eliminating blocks") E(Q^) • 
In the case b_> t we may obtain so-called "interblock" estimates of 
the tj 's as those values which minimize 
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S{B. - kn - S d..t.)2 
i 1 j 1J J 
f o r  w h i c h  t h e  n o r m a l  e q u a t i o n s  ( u n d e r  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n  S  t .  *  0 )  r e d u c e  
j 3 
to 
( r  -  X ) t .  *  S  d . .  B .  -  ( r / n ) G  ( *  Q ,  s a y )  
J ; 1 
where 
G * S Bi, 
i 
so that 
Then 
S. S. ("treatment component of 'blocks, ignoring treatments' " ) 
-  se;  
and 
E. S. S. ("treatment component of 'blocks, ignoring treatments' ") 
Now suppose the r responses obtained with treatment 1 are 
d e n o t e d  b y  y ^ ,  . . . ,  y ^  a n d  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  b l o c k  t o t a l s  a r e  
B j, .. •, B^ . Then 
Q x  *  ( y x  +  . . .  +  y r )  -  ( l / k ) ( B 1  +  . . .  +  B ^ )  
and 
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But 
E(Q2) = E[(Yl + ... +yr)2 J + (1/k2) E[ (B1 + ... +Br)2] 
- (2/k) E[ (y1 + ... + yr)(B1 + ... + Br) J . 
E [  ( y j  +  . . .  +  y r ) 2 J  *  r 2  E ( y 2 ^ )  
which, from Theorem 2, 
« r2 C S0 + (l/r)Sfi + ST + (l/r)SQ 3 
* r(r ^0 + + r 2T + 20 ^ * 
Also, 
E  [  ( B .  +  . . .  + B  ) 2 ]  « r E ( B 2 ) +  S  E \ B  B  )  .  
l r h,h' n 
* 
We obtain at once, from Theorem 2, 
E { B j ) «  k 2 E ( y 2 t ) «  k 2  C Z j  + S B  +  ( l / k ) Z T  +  ( l / k ) Z g ]  
Now consider S B, B, , . This may be expanded into a sum of 
h,h» n n 
* 
r(r - l)k2 products yy1 where y and y1 occupy different blocks, and 
hence different plots. Of these r(r - 1 )k2 products, r(r - 1) are such 
that y and y1 are both associated with treatment 1. But treatments 
2,..., t each appear in X of the blocks 1, ... , r . Hence X(X - 1) of 
the products are such that y and y' involve treatment 2 and in 
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general, r(r - 1) + (t - 1) X(X - 1) of the products involve the same 
treatment. The remaining r(r - l)k2 - C r (r - 1} + (t - 1) X(X- 1)3 of the 
products involve different treatments. Hence, from Theorem 1, 
S E(B B ) « [r(r - 1) + (t - 1) X(X - 1)] (Z = B + P) 
h,h' 
4 2 
+ [r(r - l)k - r(r - 1) - (t- 1)X(X- 1)] (Z*B+P + T) 
=  r ( r  -  l ) k 2  +  [ r ( r  -  1 )  +  ( t - 1 )  X ( X -  1 ) ]  Z T  .  
Hence, 
E [ ( B 1  +  . . .  +  B r ) 2  ]  =  r k ( k S 0  +  k S B  +  S T  +  S Q )  +  r ( r  -  l ) k 2  
+  [  r ( r - l )  +  ( t - l ) X ( X - l )  ]  S T  
=  r 2 k 2 S 0  +  r k 2  2 b  +  [  r k  +  r ( r  -  1 )  + ( t -  1 ) X ( X -  l ) ] z ^ ,  
+  r k S g  .  
Also, 
E  C ( y j  +  • • •  +  +  . . .  +  B r ) J  =  r E ( y 1  B ^  +  r ( r  -  l ) E ( y ^  B ^ ) ,  
and 
E ( y ^ B ^ )  *  ( Z  =  0) +  ( k -  1 ) ( Z  *  P  +  T )  
and 
E(YlB2) = (Z « B+P) + (k-1)(Z « B+P + T). 
So 
E [ ( y ^ +  . . .  + y r ) ( B 1 + . . .  + B ^ ) ]  =  r  [ ( Z * 0 )  +  ( k -  1 ) ( Z  =  P  +  T ) ]  
+  r ( r - l ) [ ( Z  =  B + P )  +  ( k - l ) ( Z s B + P  +  T ) ]  
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=  r 2 k S j j  +  r k Z g  +  r 2  Z T  +  r  2 Q  .  
Putting the results for E [ (y^ + ... + y^)2 ] , E[ (B^ + ... + B^)2 ] 
and EC (y^ + ... + yrHBj + ••• + Br)3 together gives 
E(Q2) * rCrS0+ZB+rZT+Zo] + r2Z0+rZB 
+  ( 1 / k 2 )  c  r k  +  r  ( r  -  1 )  +  ( t  -  1 )  X ( X -  1 )  D  S T  +  ( r / k ) S Q  
-  ( 2 / k ) [ r 2 k S 0 + r k S B + r 2 S T + r S o ]  
=  
r Z  ( k - 1 ) 2 t  a  +  ( r - r / k ) Z  .  
k 2 ( t - l )  T  °  
Similarly, we write, 
Cfj = Bj + ... + B - (r/b)G 
and 
E(Q2 ) x E[ (BJ + ... +Br)2] + (r2/b2)E(G2) - (2r2/G)E(B1G) . 
We found that 
E ( B 1  +  . . .  +  B r ) 2  =  r 2 k 2  +  r k 2 2 f i  
+  [  r k  +  r ( r -  1 )  +  ( t - 1 )  X ( X -  1 ) ]  S T  + r k S Q .  
Also, 
E ( G 2 )  =  r 2 t 2 E ( y 2 , )  
which, from Theorem 2, 
I l l  
=  r 2 t 2  C S 0  +  ( l / b ) Z B  +  ( l / t ) Z T  +  ( l / r t ) Z 0 ]  
* rt C rt + k SB + r + SQ J . 
Consider Bj G. This may be expanded into a sum of bk2 products 
2 2 yy1 . Of these, k involve the same block and the remaining (b - l)k 
involve different blocks (and, hence, plots). Of the k2 involving the 
same block, k involve the same plot and treatment and k(k - 1) involve 
different plots and treatments. Of the (b - l)k2 which involve different 
blocks, k(r - 1) involve the same treatment and the remaining 
k [ k(b - 1) - (r - 1)3 involve different treatments. So 
E(B j G) * kC (Z s 0) + (k-1)(Z = P + T) + (r - 1KZ = B+P) 
+  ( k ( b -  1 )  -  ( r  -  1 ) ( Z  *  B + P  +  T )3 
= k Cbk20 + kSB + rST + SQ 3 . 
Putting these results together gives 
E(Q2) * rk2(l-r/b)SB + [r2(l-rk/b) + (t-1)\2 ]ST 
+  r k ( l  -  r / b ) S Q  
=  r ( l - r / b ) [  k 2 2 B  +  r ( | f ^ ) S T + k S 0 ]  .  
Now, as was first shown, 
E. S. S. ("treatments, eliminating blocks") 
• 
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-  ( t - i )  c r^1 zT + 2Ol 
Also, when b^ t, 
E.S.S. ("treatment component of 'blocks, ignoring treatments' ") 
=  d - r Z b ) [  
-  ( t - i ) C k s B  +  | f f z T  +  z 0 :  .  
The remainder of the analysis is now easily completed, using 
Theorem 2. From that theorem we find 
E(y0*> ° Z0 + <l/b>ZB + (1/0 + (l/rt)20* 
E(y2,) - Z0 +SB + <1/k,ZT + (1/k)S0-
E(y2„) = S0 + (l/r)SB+ST + (l/r)So, 
and 
E(y2„> - Z0+ZB+ST+SO. 
Therefore, 
E.S.S. ("total") * rt[E(y2*) - E(y^)] 
=  k ( b - 1 ) S B  + r ( t - l ) S T  +  ( r t - l ) Z 0  
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2 2 E. S. S. ("blocks, ignoring treatments") = rt [E(y^*) - Efy^*)] 
*  k ( b -  1 ) Z B  +  ( b - r ) S T  +  ( b  -  1 ) 2 q .  
E.S.S. ("treatments, ignoring blocks") = rt [E(y^.) - E(y^)] 
=  ( t - k ) S B  +  r ( t -  1 ) S T  +  ( t -  1 ) S Q  .  
E.S.S. ("residual") * E.S.S. ("total") - E.S.S. ("blocks, ignoring 
Treatments") - E.S.S. ("treatments, eliminating blocks") 
= (rt - b - t+ 1)2q .  
E. S. S. ("blocks, eliminating treatments") * E. S. S. ("blocks, 
ignoring treatments") + E. S. S. ("treatments, eliminating 
blocks") - E. S. S. ("treatments, ignoring blocks") 
- (b - »> c -fer1 SB + 20 J • 
When b > t, we can obtain 
E.S.S. ("non-treatment.component of 'blocks' sum of squares") 
* E. S. S. ("blocks, ignoring treatments") - E. S. S. ("treatment 
component of 'blocks, ignoring treatments' ") 
=  ( b - t ) ( k S B  + Z 0 ) .  
E.S.S. ("treatment component of 'blocks, eliminating treatments' ") 
* E.S.S. ("blocks, eliminating treatments") - E.S.S.("non-
treatment component of 'blocks' sum of squares") 
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The analysis is summarized in Table 5. Perhaps the only noteworthy 
thing about the results is the rather perfect symmetry displayed between 
the block and the treatment factors. This might have been expected in 
the sense that if blocks and treatments are interchanged a balanced 
incomplete block structure is still a balanced incomplete block structure. 
However, the inference structure is not symmetric and we have, by 
definition, 
T  , 2  1 2  
T °T ' Rp) BT 
„ e 2 1 2 1 2 ' 1 2 
B °B * R(T) °"BT " R(P) °B(P) R(P + T) ^B(PT) * 
Thus the symmetry in the analysis is apparent only when the results are 
expressed in cap sigma form, and not in cr2 form. When expressed in 
cap sigma form the results are perfectly analogous to the infinite model 
results given by Kempthorne on page 537 of his book with 2q replacing 
2 2 his cr and 2^ replacing his tr^ . 
On the other hand, the results can be shown to be identical to 
2 Kempthorne1 s, even in tr form, under only two assumptions (aside 
f r o m  t h e  h o m o g e n e i t y  a s s u m p t i o n  i m p l i c i t  t o  b o t h  a p p r o a c h e s ) .  T h e s e  
2 2 
a r e  p e r f e c t  a d d i t i v i t y  ( i . e . ,  w h i c h  K e m p t h o r n e  
assumed) and lack of correlation of plot errors (which amounts to 
R(P) = cd). In particular, R(B) = oo is not required. This was in fact 
implicitly stated by Kempthorne. 
Table 5. The balanced incomplete block design with r replicates and k plots per block 
Two analyses 
d.f. Source Expected Mean Square 
b-1 Blocks, ignoring treatments k S B +|fr 2t  + 2o  
t-1 Treatment component k S B + T ^ T S T  +  S 0  
b-t Remainder component k S B  +  2 q  
t-1 
rt - b - t + 1 
b-1 
Treatments, eliminating blocks 
Residual 
Blocks, eliminating treatments 
-^T1 ST + =0 
20 * 2B(P) + SBT + 2B(PT) 
=B + 20 
t-1 Treatment component %-r- 2B + zo 
b-t Remainder component 
Table 5 (Continued) 
d. f. Source Expected Mean Square 
t-1 Treatments, ignoring blocks + Z)Q 
rt-b-t+1 Residual s q 
20 * SB(P) + 2BT + 2B(PT) 
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6. The general incomplete block design 
Consider an experiment for t treatments (T) on b blocks (B) of 
k plots (P) each where 1 < k < t and where each treatment occurs 
just once in any block in which it occurs at all. In addition, suppose 
each treatment occurs in r of the b blocks £l. e., the design has r 
replicates). Since, necessarily, 
rt = bk * number of observations in the experiment, 
then k < t implies r < b and it is this case which we will especially 
consider. (The case k = t, r * b is an ordinary randomized blocks 
design. It has been considered so often elsewhere (Kempthorne ^(11), 
Wilk (22), Zyskind (30) and Throckmorton-(18) ) that we will not direct 
any remarks to it, although the obviously applicable part of our results 
will certainly include it. ) Such a design will be called a general 
incomplete block design. Rao (16) also has some general results on 
this class of designs, though his approach is somewhat less general. 
A fairly loose restriction will be made which is that the reduced 
i n t r a - b l o c k  n o r m a l  e q u a t i o n s  f o r  t r e a t m e n t  e f f e c t s  a r e  o f  r a n k  t - 1 .  
If they are not, then fairly obvious modifications of our results will 
cover this case also. 
It can easily be seen that these designs are balanced structures. 
The requirement of constant block size (k) makes the block factor 
balanced as does the requirement of constant replication (r) for all 
treatments make the treatment factor balanced. Every combination of 
B + T (i. e., every appearance of a treatment in a block) either occurs 
once or not at all, and in general every occurring combination of a set 
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of two or more factors contains one response. 
This class of designs is quite broad. It includes the balanced 
incomplete block designs already discussed and would include the two-
dimensional and n-dimensional lattices but for the fact that we con­
sidered the replicates in these designs as an inferential factor. Further, 
it includes all so-called "partially balanced incomplete block designs" 
(for a description of which see Chapter 27 of Kempthorne1 s book). On 
the other hand the results we will obtain are the simplest of any 
example discussed in this thesis. This is partly because the design has 
only three factors and partly because we cannot carry the results as 
far, in this general class, as we can in any of its specific cases. For 
example, consider the results for the balanced incomplete block design, 
in Table 5. We shall obtain parallel results in the general case, but 
we see no way of subdividing the two expressions for the "blocks" sum 
of squares as was done in Table 5. In the balanced incomplete block 
design when b_> t we are able to obtain "interblock" estimates of all 
treatment differences, without using intra-block information. This is 
not the case in the general class, so that we cannot easily obtain a 
t-1 degree of freedom "treatment component" of the blocks sum of 
squares. This is not to say that the blocks sum of squares does not 
have treatment components which can be isolated, but to do so would 
require certain specifications within the general class which would not 
be of major value for the purposes of this thesis. 
The inference structure for this class is very simple: 
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B 
P 
6 
so that the admissible sets are 
0, B, R(P), T, BT and B(PT). 
Further, 
S0 ~ 2B(P) + SBT + SB(PT) 
for the usual reason. So far the results are the same as for the 
balanced incomplete block design. 
The author considered approaching this class by a direct attack on 
the reduced normal equations, as was done in the discussion of the 
balanced incomplete block designs. This was found to be hopelessly 
complex. Even in the partially balanced incomplete block designs the 
normal equations, considerably simpler (particularly in the important 
case of two associate classes), are still too complex to give much 
chance of meaningful results. It was then found that a direct compu­
t a t i o n  o f  t h e  e x p e c t e d  v a l u e  o f  t h e  " r e s i d u a l "  ( i . e . ,  i n t r a - b l o c k  e r r o r )  
sum of squares is quite simple, and it is this approach which is given. 
If we arbitrarily number the b blocks, k plots within each block 
and the t treatments which are actually included in the experiment and 
if we consider the actual observed assignments of these treatments to 
plots giving bk(* rt) observed responses then we may define the 
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functions (which are not random variables) 
= 1 if the j-th treatment is assigned to the (h, i)-th plot 
=  0  o t h e r w i s e ;  h  =  1 ,  b ;  i  =  1 , . .  .  , k ;  j  *  1 ,  . . . ,  t .  
It follows that 
jw '• h= % - r-
Further, if is the response obtained on the -(h, i)-th plot then the 
treatment "effect" represented by y^ is 
jS 5hij ^ 
where tj is the "effect" of the j-th treatment. 
Consider any single degree of freedom in the sample analysis of 
variance. This may be represented by a set of constants (a^) such 
that 
S a, . = 0, S a2 = 1 . 
m hl M hi 
The sum of squares for this degree of freedom is 
ahi yhi'2 • 
Now for such a degree of freedom to be free of block effects, we 
require 
S  a ^  =  0  f o r  a l l  h  =  1 ,  . . . ,  b  .  
If, in addition, we require this degree of freedom to be free of treatment 
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effects, then 
S a, . 6, .. * 0 for all j = 1,..., t. 
hi J 
If both of these requirements are met the degree of freedom is a 
component of the residual sum of squares, which has rt - b - t + 1 
degrees of freedom. We shall show that the residual sum of squares is 
homogeneous; that is, for a set (a^ ) meeting both requirements, 
E  ( ^ h i ^ h i ' 2  * V  
It then follows that (with S.S. = "Sum of squares for") 
E . S . S .  ( " r e s i d u a l " )  •  ( r t - b  -  t + 1 ) 2  .  
Let us consider such a residual degree of freedom. We have 
E 
' 
s
.
ahiyhi'2 * .SahiEfrhi, + ® s„ «M"m- E(yMyhi'' hi hi h l, r 
+ 
•
S
• i ahi ^ 'i1 E^yhiyh,i,) * h , h '  l ,  l 1  
But, from Theorem 1, 
and since 
E ( y £ i  ) « ( z  =  0 )  
h ®  a M =  1  
then 
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+ *S• i iA, ,S., ahiah'i' 5hij ^h'i'j' E^yhiyh'i,) * J* J ",11 LJ 1 
4 4 
Now under the conditions 6, .. & * 1 and h ^ h1 , y, . and hij h'i'j' 'hi 
y^i^i involve different blocks (and hence plots) but the same treatment, 
so that, from Theorem 1, 
Efrhiyh'i'' = <Z = B+P>-
Therefore 
s
- vSv, »S"i ahiah'i' 6hij ôh'i'j' Etyhiyh'i,) J  h , h '  i , i '  
4 
s  ( Z  *  B + P ) S  S  S  (  a h i a h , i t  
j n, n l, l 
4 
=  ( Z  =  B + P ) S C (  S a h .  6 h l j ) 2  -  S  ( S  a f c .  « M j ) 2  ]  
(which, since Sa,. 6, .. * 0) 
hi ni niJ 
=  -  ( Z  =  B  +  P )  S  ( S a  6 )2  
h, j i ni niJ 
(which, since 6^ = ® *or * 4 i" » because the same treatment 
does not appear twice in a block) 
-  - ( Z - B + P )  S  a 2 . 6 2  
hij J 
(which, since S 62 = S ô... = 1) j hij j hij 
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x - (Z = B + P) S a2. = - (Z = B + P) * - 2ti - 2 . 
hi m V i 
Under the conditions ^h'i'j1 = ^ h' an<* j ^ j1 * and 
y^i involve different blocks (and hence different plots) and different 
treatments so that, from Theorem 1, 
E(yhiyh,i,) - (z -B+p + T) « s0 . 
Therefor e, 
S
- . i A «  - S - «  a h i a h ' i '  5 h i j  ^ ' i ' j '  E ^ y h i y h ' i , )  j » j  h , h '  i , i '  J  
4 4 
*  * *  j f j .  h f h -  i f i -  a h i a h , i *  ^  Ô h , i , j '  
4 4 
= S0 .Syt- ahi 5hij^ 2 ahiôhij») ' 2 .2, ahiahi' ôhij ôhi'j' 3 • 
3 4 
But S a,, ô, .. = S a,, ô, ... = 0 and, since S ô, .... * 1 - ô, ... 
h i  h l  h l J  h i  h l  h l J  j ' # j  h l  J  h l  J  
then 
A, Ôhij ôhi'j' = ® ôhij {1 " ôhi'j) * 1 " ® 6hij 6hi'j 
Therefore 
A, A, ahiah'i' 5hij Ôh'i'j' E(yhiyh'i') 
JT J N9 N *9 1 
4 4 
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X 
"  
2 0  ?  S . ,  a h i a h i '  ^ 1  "  S  ô h i j  Ô h i ' j  )  h l, l1 j J J 
(which, since 2 = 0) 
i 
z0 ® 
(which, since ô^j ^hi'j * ® *or i 4 i' ) 
= 
20 h® ahi Ôhij = 20 ®. ahi * 20 ' 
Putting these results together gives 
hfh' ifi1 ahiah'i' E^yhiyh'i,) = ~ 20 ~ 2T + 20 = " ST * 
Also putting this into the last expression for the single degree of 
freedom gives 
E i®. ahiyhi> 2 = ST + z0 " ST = v 1-e-d-
hi 
Other than using it to show that 
E .  S .  S .  ( " r e s i d u a l " )  *  ( r t - b - t + l ) Z g  
we make no further use of this result, but the homogeneity of the 
residual sum of squares in this class of designs is certainly of interest 
in itself. The completion of the analysis of variance is now a simple 
matter and relies only on Theorem 2. We have, from that theorem, 
E(y0*) = Z0 + (l/b)2B + (l/t)ZT + (l/rt)Zo 
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E(y£«) = S0+SB + (l/k)ST +(l/k)20 
E ( y £ , >  =  Z 0  +  ( l / r ) S B  + Z T  + ( l / r ) S 0  
E(y^> = s0 + 2B + ZT + S0 • 
Therefore (since rt = bk), 
E.S.S. ("total") = rtC E(y^) - E(y^) ] 
«  k ( b - l ) S B  +  r ( t - l ) 2 T  + - ( r t -  1 ) S Q  .  
E. S. S. ("blocks, ignoring treatments") = bk[ Efy^) - E(y^)] 
=  k ( b - l ) S B  +  ( b - r ) S T  +  ( b - l ) S Q  
E.S.S. ("treatments, ignoring blocks") = rt [E(y^.) - E(y^)] 
=  ( t - k ) S B  +  r ( t -  1 ) 2 t  +  ( t -  1 ) 2 q  .  
Since we have already obtained the expected value of the residual 
sum of squares we can easily obtain the expected values of the 
"treatments, eliminating blocks" and "blocks, eliminating treatments" 
sums of squares as the remainders in their respective parts of the 
analysis. The results are given in Table 6. 
Kempthorne, on page 559 of his book, gives results (apart from 
treatment effects) for an "infinite additive model" for partially balanced 
incomplete block designs, and these may be compared with the results 
we have obtained. If we delete from the expressions and let zq 
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2 2 be analagous to his cr and 2^ be analogous to his , our results 
a r e  i d e n t i c a l  t o  h i s .  
Because of the importance of this class of designs we consider the 
meaning of these results in terms of variance ratio tests of significance 
of treatment differences. The relevant quantities are and 2^. 
We let T = R(T) (the number of treatments in the population), B * R(B) 
(the number of blocks in the population ) and P = R(P) (the number of 
plots in each block in the population). From the definition of the cap 
sigma s (equation 8, Section B.l) we have: 
ST = <r* - (1/B)4T 
2 2 
SB(P) = °B(P) ' °"B(PT) 
2 2 
ZBT = °BT ' ^^^B(PT) 
2 2 
Z0 * 2B(P) + SBT + SB(PT) = °B(P) + °"BT 
+ C 1 - (1/T) - (1/P)] <rB(pT). 
Consider 2^ and 2^ in the light of Table 6. If the null hypothesis 
of "no treatment differences" is 
2 2 2 . 
°T = ""BT " °"B(PT) = 
then, with M.S. * "mean square for" 
E. M. S. ("treatments, eliminating blocks") = E. M. S. ("residual") 
* 4 (p) 
so that the design is "unbiased" in this sense. 
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However, under departure from this null hypothesis we have 
E.M.S. ("treatments, eliminating blocks") 
= E.M.S. ("residual") + - (l/B)^^]. 
Hence, in order to identify significant treatment differences with 
variance ratios "significantly" larger than unity we must either suppose 
o-grj. is relatively small, say zero (which is the hypothesis of block x 
treatment additivity), or that B is very large. 
There is justifiable reluctance to make the latter supposition 
(B very large) in agronomic applications of this class of designs. This 
is because the set of blocks used are usually contiguous, and the only 
reasonable population from which they can be considered to be a sample 
is the set actually used in the experiment (i. e., B * b). For this reason 
most agronomic applications of the design must operate under the 
2 
assumption = 0 oris relatively small. In a sense this should be 
no surprise because the inferences to be drawn from an experiment 
must, if the experiment is to have any practicality, be applied to some 
larger universe than is represented by the experiment itself. This 
means that unless treatment differences are relatively independent of the 
block in which they are estimated, no practical inferences can be made 
in this case. 
On the other hand there are certainly situations where an opposite 
point of view (<J"g>j> Ï 0 but B is very large) is acceptable. As it 
happens, the author is presently engaged in such a situation, as an 
employee of Smith Kline and French Laboratories, a pharmaceutical 
Table 6. The general incomplete block design with k plots per block and r replicates 
Two analyses 
d. f. Source Expected Mean Square 
b-1 Blocks, ignoring treatments k 2^ + 2^, + 2^ 
t-1 Treatments, eliminating blocks ^ • 2^, + 2Q 
b-1 Blocks, eliminating treatments 2^ + 2^ 
t-1 Treatments, ignoring blocks iMr + r ^T * ^ 0 
r t - b - t + 1  R e s i d u a l  2 q 
S0 ~ SB(P) + 2BT + SB(PT) 
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manufacturer. This is the area of the "clinical trial." A new drug, 
during the course of its development, is frequently placed in the hands of 
private clinicians for the purpose of comparing it with drugs whose 
efficacy in the pathology in question has been established (and, some­
times, with a placebo). Typically the clinician is given unlabeled sup­
plies of the drugs to be compared (the so-called "double-blind" trial) 
with instructions which amount to his administering the different drugs 
to relevant patients randomly. In many cases there are compelling 
reasons for not having all the drugs compared by any one clinician in the 
trial. The clinician may then be regarded as the "block" and groups of 
patients as "plots" in an incomplete block design (or a complete one, if 
each clinician is given all drugs). 
Our experience in this area suggests that is seldom small, 
because one clinician does not give the same relative evaluation when 
comparing two or more drugs as does another and this is demonstrable. 
However, the company almost always makes strong attempts to select 
its clinicians over a wide geographic area and this can be considered a 
practical method of achieving a large value of B. 
2 An alternative to any supposition which makes (1/B) tr-g-j. small is 
simply to regard any variance ratio markedly different from unity in 
either direction as indicative of significant treatment differences. 
Certainly every experienced consultant has seen data with suspiciously 
small variance ratios. The author in such cases has often indicted 
defective randomization and carefully questioned the experimenter to 
see whether any attempt to keep the plots assigned to one treatment 
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group-wise similar to the plots assigned to another was inadvertently 
made. But we see in the present results that the difficulty may be 
2 
entirely due to a large value of (1 /B) o-gr^ . 
7. The Latin square with missing rows and the Youden square 
If t-k rows are removed from a t x t Latin square the resulting 
k x t arrangement can form a useful experimental design for experi­
mental units arranged in a k x t array of k rows and t columns 
where each treatment appears exactly once in each row (so that there 
are k replicates of every treatment) and appears once in k of the t 
columns. Such a design is called, in ordinary usage, an "incomplete 
Latin square. " An example of such an arrangement with k = 4 and 
t * 7 is: 
A B C D E F G 
B C D E F G A 
C D E F G A B 
D E F G A B C 
We note in this example that treatment A appears with treatment B 
in three of the columns, with C in two of the columns and with D in 
one of the columns. This creates certain computational difficulties. An 
attempt to alleviate these difficulties led to the formulation of the 
"Youden square" which is a special case of the incomplete Latin square. 
The additional requirement is that all pairs of treatments appear in the 
same number, X, of the columns where necessarily 
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X = k(k- 1 ) / (t - 1 ) . 
An example of such an arrangement, with X = 2, is 
A B C D E F G 
B C D E F G A 
D E F G A B C 
G A B C D E F 
Although in practice the Youden square may have advantages over the 
general incomplete Latin square (note, however, that an incomplete 
Latin square exists for all k and t, but a Youden square does not), we 
shall show that the expectation of mean squares in the sample analysis 
of variance is not affected by the additional requirement. 
Consider an incomplete Latin square (which may or may not be a 
Youden square). The inference structure is 
R = rows 
C * columns 
T = treatments 
The admissible sets are 
0, R, C, T, RC, RT, CT, and RCT 
and, for the usual reason 
20 * SRC + SRT + SCT + SRCT* 
e 
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If we arbitrarily number the rows, columns and treatments which 
are used we may define 
y^ = response obtained in the h-th row, i-th column 
^ h  =  1 , . .  . , k ;  i  *  l j •  •  •  1 1  )  
and 
= 1 if treatment j appears in the (h, i)-th cell 
*  0  o t h e r w i s e  ;  j  =  1 ,  . . t  .  
Therefore 
? ôhij = ? ôhij S 1 ' 
because every treatment appears once in every row and exactly one 
treatment appears in every cell. 
Consider a set of constants (a^) such that 
S  a , .  =  0 ,  S  a j \  «  1  .  
h hl M ^ 
This defines a "comparison" (q. v. example 6): 
hi Yhi 
of one degree of freedom such that its sum of squares is 
(hs. Vhi'2 • 
If 
S av. « 0 for every i 
h Hl 
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and 
S  a ^  *  0  f o r  e v e r y  h  
the comparison is free of the effects of rows and columns. If, in 
addition, 
S a , ,  ô ,  . .  *  0  f o r  e v e r y  j ,  
hi hl hi) 
the comparison is free of the effects of treatments. It is then a 
component of the "residual1* sum of squares (in the ordinary analysis of 
variance) which has (k - 2)(t - 1) degrees of freedom. We shall show 
that for such a comparison, 
E  t ^ V h i ' 2  "  s o  
so that» as in the general (BPC) incomplete block design, the 
"residual" is homogeneous and it follows that 
E.S.S. ("residual") « (k - 2)(t - 1) SQ . 
Before proceeding we shall need certain relations. We assume 
® aw " ? ^i " ® ahi% = °> hs.ahi = 1 • 
Then 
® ,s„ %i^hi' 1 - ,s. ' -1 h i, V hi 
S S e l  . a. |. = — 2 a, * - 1 
h.h' i hl h l hi hl 
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Also 
J hîh' ifi- ^^'i' 5hijÔh'i'j' 
*  S  t A ,  ^  a h i  6 h i j ^ ?  a h ' i  6 h ' i j  *  "  ?  a h i a h ' i  ô h i j  6 h ' i j  ^  j xi, n i i i 
(which, since 6^. 6^,.^ = 0 for h ^ h', because a treatment does not 
appear twice in a column) 
* ? , S, , ahi ôhij^? ah'i ôh'ij ) J n* xi x i 
= 8 C <hS. ahi 6hij >2 * S(Sahi6hy)2] 
(which, since Sa,. 5,..= 0) 
hi m J 
-  -  »  ( = a h i 6 h y ' 2  
(which, since ô^j ^hi'j * ^  *or ^ ^ 
* - S a^. ô?.. 
by hi hiJ 
(which since S = I) 
* — S El. , * - 1 
hi hl 
Also 
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jfj' h®h' ifi- 6hij Sh'i'j< * h®h, "hiVi't? 6hij»<S 6h'i'j1 
* * * * * 
(which from the preceding result and the fact that S * S ô^,^,^ = 1) 
s S S a,, a, ,., + 1*2. 
h, h' i,i' hl h l 
* * 
Now 
E <s v^hi'2 - ,s aM E(yhi) + ® ,s„ ahiaM' hi hi h i, r 
4 
+ bjh' i ahiah'i ^h^h'i * + h^h, J., ahiah»i» E^yhiyh'i,}* 
* i i 
From Theorem 1, 
E(yhi} * {Z * 0) 
and also, because for i ^  i', Y^i^hi1 "lvo'®'ves different columns and 
different treatments, 
E!yhiyhi,) « (z«c + T)(HM'( 
and similarly 
E(yhiyh'i} * (Z=R + T)(h#h»). 
With the preceding results these give 
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E (S a,, y,.)2 = (Z = 0)- (Z*C + T) - (Z*R + T) 
hi hl ùl 
+ 
-
S
-. 
ahiah'i' E^yhiyh'i,) ' h, h' i,i' 
4 4 
Since S ô, .. = 1 then 
i "y 
® , .S., ahi ah'i' yh'i' ' = ,S. , ,S, , ,S.,ahiah'i' 6hij 6h'i,j,E'yhiyh' h, h' i,i' j,h h, h'i, i' J ' 
4 4 4 4 
~ ? S S ( aMah-ii ôhij ôh'i'j E(yhiyh'i') j n, n i, i 
4 * 
+ M» hSh' iSi' ahiah'i' 6hij 6h'i'j' E(yhiyh'i') J» J »11 L» A 
4 4 4 
which, from Theorem 1, 
*  ( Z * R  +  C )  s  S  S  a h i a h » i .  ô h i j ô h l i f j  
j  n,n i* i  
# * 
+ {Z*R + C + T) S S S ahiah,., ô ôh,it , 
J t J  h, h' i, i' 
4 4 4 
which, from the preceding results, 
= - (Z = R + C) + 2(Z * R + C + T) . 
Therefore, 
E ( s ahiyhi)2 = (Z« 0 )  - (Z*C + T) - (Z*R + T) - (Z*R + C) 
hi 
+ 2(Z = R+C + T) 
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« (S0 + SR + Zc + ST + E0) - (2„ + SR) 
" (20 + V " <S0 + ST) + 2E0 
— 2q $ 9* G. d. 
We have thus shown, analogous to the general incomplete block 
design, that 
E.S.S. ("residual") * (k - 2)(t - 1) . 
From Theorem 2, we get 
E(y2*) = 20 + (l/k)SR + (l/t)Sc + (l/t)ST + (l/kt)SQ. 
E(y**) « S0 + SR + (l/t)Sc + (l/t)ST + (l/t)So. 
E(y^) * S0 + (l/k)SR + Sc + (l/k)ST + (l/k)S0 . 
E(y2*) * 20 + (l/k)ZR + (l/k)Sc + ST + (l/k)SQ . 
E{y^) - s0 + zR + zc*sT + zo. 
Then, 
E.S.S. ("total") = tkCE(y^) - E(yJ#)D 
« t(k- 1)2r + k(t- 1)2C + k(t- 1)2t + (tk - 1 )20 . 
E.S.S. ("rows") * tk[E(y^) - E(y^)] 
* t(k-l)2R + (k-l)2Q . 
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E. S.S. ("columns, ignoring treatments") * tk CEf-y^.) - E(y)2(y-^u)] 
* k(t-l)Sc + (t-k)ZT + (t-1)Z0 . 
E. S. S. ("treatments, ignoring columns") * tk [E(y^) -
* <t-k)2c + k(t- 1)ST + (t- 1)S0 . 
E.S. S. ("treatments, eliminating columns") = E.S.S. ("totaltHal") 
- E. S. S. ("rows" ) - E. S. S. ("columns, ignor:Oring 
treatments") - E. S. S. ("residual") 
x t(k-l)ST + (t- 1)SQ . 
E.S.S. ("columns, eliminating treatments") 
* E, S, S, ("columns, ignoring treatments") 
+ E. S.S. ("treatments eliminating columns") I"") 
- E. S. S. ("treatments, ignoring columns") 1 
» t(k- 1)SC + (t- 1)S0 . 
The results are summarized in Table 7. 
Table 7. The t x t Latin square with t - k rows missing, and the k x t Youden square 
Two analyses 
d. f. Source Expected Mean Square 
k-1 Rows (R) tSR + 2q 
t-1 Columns (C), ignoring treatments k 2^, + |—Ijp 2^, + 2^ 
t-1 Treatments (T), eliminating columns 2^, + 2q 
t-1 Columns (C), eliminating treatments ^ ^ 2^. + 2q 
t-1 Treatments (T), ignoring columns t f *^C + 
(k - 2)(t - 1) Residual 2 0 
S0 * SRC + SRT + SCT + SRCT 
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IH. AN INTRODUCTION TO CONDITIONAL SAMPLING AND THE 
INDIVIDUAL DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
The major purpose of this thesis is to derive simple expressions for 
the expectations of sample quadratic forms. Given the situation of 
symmetric uniform probability sampling from a balanced complete 
inference structure, Theorem 1 of Chapter II would appear to be the 
only general result which can apply. 
However the entire results of Chapter II apply only to the problem of 
"unconditional" expectation. The expression 
E(yx*) = y0 
regards x* as an observational combination which is randomly associ­
ated with some inference combination x. Similarly, the expression 
E(yx*yx*. I2-) = s sT 
T c X  -  Z  
regards x* and x*1 in the same light. The inference combinations x 
and x1 which associate with them are subject to the sole restriction 
x 4 x' . 
(Z) 
The expression 
E(yu** * ^ R*(T IU) 2T 
regards y ^ as the mean of a random sample subject to the sole re­
striction that all the randomly selected responses which form y ^ are 
contained in a single, random, combination of U. 
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So far as the author knows, no writer has considered the problem of 
"conditional" analysis of variance components, although such com­
ponents are aften very informative in the interpretation of a sample 
analysis of variance. For example, the "treatments" mean square is 
usually of less interest than is a mean square such as "treatment 1 
versus treatment 2.11 Of course, if there are only two treatments in 
the experiment, the distinction disappears and the results of Chapter Ii 
apply. However, even in this case, the mean square must, if 
"treatments 1 and 2" are to have any meaning, be conditional to the 
selection of a particular pair of treatment levels from the population of 
treatments. If there are only two treatment levels in the experiment, 
the results of Chapter II can be made to apply by taking the case where 
the inference structure has just two treatment levels. 
This suggests a general attack on the problem. Let T be a set of 
factors. Under the condition that the observed set of combinations of T 
comprise the totality of inference structure combinations of T, what 
can be said about a "comparison" among the combinations of T ? 
To clarify this point, we note first that there is no loss in generality 
in assuming that T is admissible. For example, if plots are nested in 
blocks and we are interested in comparing two plots we are actually 
comparing two block-plot combinations. 
Then, if y^ is the mean of the R*(X |T) observed responses in 
the observational occurring combination t* of T we are interested in 
the single degree of freedom component 
(S atVt* >2 
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where the numbers a^. are constants such that 
S a .  *  0 ,  S a 2 *  R * ( X | T )  .  
t Z t 1 
However, we are interested in this under the supposition that t* is 
associated with t and that for every combination t occurring in the 
inference structure there is a corresponding observationally occurring 
combination t*. That is, for example, we are not interested in a fixed 
contrast among random treatments. 
Now factors in T may nest factors not in T, without violating the 
requirement that T be admissible. The remarks of this chapter are 
intended only as an introduction to the problem. To simplify the 
development therefore we will suppose that T is not only admissible, 
but is such that T contains every factor which is nested in any factor of 
T. We call such a T a "perfect" set of factors. 
Under these circumstances (i.e., T is a perfect set), if P(Q) is 
any admissible set of factors then 
PT(QT) 
where Prp * P - T, Q^, = Q - T is also admissible, and Q^, is the 
right-most bracket of P^, + . Also, if X is the set of all factors, 
then the class of sets 
P t(Qt) + N 
where P^ÇQ^,) ranges over all admissible set £X - T and N ranges 
over all admissible sets c T, comprises the class of all admissible 
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sets. 
With these introductory remarks, we proceed to some formal 
definitions, the purpose of which is to develop a theory for conditional 
sampling which parallels that of the unconditional sampling given in 
Chapter II. 
A. The Conditional Identity 
Let T be a "perfect" set of factors (i.e., an admissible set which 
contains all factors which are nested in any of its factors). Let X be 
the set of all factors. For every occurring combination t of T in the 
inference structure and every admissible P(Q) which is £X - T, define 
the "conditional component" Pp^Qj» which takes on values 
=  n ! T  "W 1201 
where the summation is over all admissible sets N which are £T and 
where, for each such N, n is that combination which contains t. 
Now for every admissible set U which is £X we can find a unique 
P(Q) and N such that 
U = P + Q. + N 
where P(Q)£X-T, N£T and where P(Q) and N are admissible. 
Hence we can, for every occurring response , give the "conditional 
identity" 
y* " pcqjcX-T'PM <21) 
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where t is that combination of T which contains y and for each 
x 
P(Q), p(q) is that combination which contains y^ . The proof of this , 
identity follows from equation 5 in Section II. B. 1. For, from that 
equation, 
y = S (3 = S S 6 
x  U c X  u  P ( Q ) c X  -  T  N c T  p q n  
which, from equation 20, 
= S P /_) » e* d. 
P ( Q ) c X - T  p l q '  
To make this somewhat less mysterious consider a structure of the 
f o r m  
Note that in this structure T is a perfect set. With the dot indicating 
the taking of a mean over the index of the factor replaced by the dot, the 
ordinary identity would be 
yabt =y +(y t-y ) + (ya -y ) + (y_ t-y_ -y t+y ) 
cLUU • • • • e L # # * tile • • • aim t d# # • • I # # # 
^ab. ya.. ' * ^ abt yab. ya. t*ya. 
• PT + PT + PA + PAT + PA(B) + PA(BT) -
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The conditional identity would be 
yabt " ^ + ^ + <(b) 
where 
P »  x  p 0  +  p t ( = y . . t '  
" a  *  P a + P a t <  =  y a . t " y . . t )  
^a(b) = ^a(b) + ^a(bt) ^ yabt ya.t^ 
Returning to the general situation, we can define as follows the 
"conditional component of variation" for every occurring t in the 
inference structure and every P(Q) which is c_X - T , 
t t  _  1  c  z R t  \ 2  
aP(Q) " R(P)Rd(Q) pbq p(q) • 
This suggests a general definition of the "conditional component of 
covariation" for every occurring (t, t1 ) in the inference structure 
(including the case t ~ t1) : 
4'io, " R(P)1Rd(Q) pSq Ppfq, Pp(q, ' P<Q^X " T • <22' 
Note that this definition is advanced only for the case where T is 
perfect. This implies (if P(Q)jc X - T) that no factor in T is in a 
nesting relation with any factor in P(Q) so that the combinations pqt 
and pqt1 occur for every occurring pq. 
Equation 22 naturally leads to the following definition of the "con­
ditional cap sigmas," for every occurring (t, t') and every admissible 
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U which is cX-T, 
,(P + Q-U) 
o /T-. • ^ TTT 0"—, R(P + Q - U) P(Q) (23) 
P c U c P + Q c X - T  
which is, in every way, analogous to the definition given in equation 8 in 
Section II. B. 1. This includes the case t * t' . 
We shall now show that, for every admissible U which is £X - T, 
where the summation on N is over all admissible sets £ T. Note that 
the left-hand side is the mean, over all occurring t, of the values of 
2y. The author does not know whether this result will ever prove to be 
useful, but it is interesting. In applications of these definitions we 
might consider, for example, the implications of assuming 
Further, if equation 24 holds, as will be shown, we might assume in 
some applications that 
These assumptions would be analogous to "infinite model" assumptions of 
zero correlation and homogeneity of errors. These remarks are purely 
STTJ? z'u - N®TsN+u (24) 
o-p^Q) * 0 for P(Q) # 0 and t 4 t' . 
This would imply 
* 0 for U 4 0  and t 4 t'. 
tt STT * S , TT for all occurring t and every U£X - T . 
U  N c T  i N  U  
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parenthetical and are made for the benefit of future workers in this area. 
Our present purpose is simply to prove equation 24. 
From equations 23 and 22, 
,q(P + Q-U) 
t U p(Q) R(P + Q-U) t P(Q) 
P c U c P + Q c X - T  
S  ( - l ) q ( P + Q " U )  g  f 0 t  . 2  
P(Q) RtP + Q-U)R(P)Rd(Q) pqt t p(q)} 
P ç U c P + Q c X - T  
which, from equation 20, 
( - l ) l ( p + Q - U )  (  2  
PS(Q) R(P+Q-U)R(P)Rd(Q) pSqt <N®T Ppqn> ' 
P c U c P + Q c X - T  
Since every N in the innermost summation is admissible, it has a 
right-most bracket and consideration of equation 6 in Section II. B. 1 
shows that 
S ( S p )2 * S S p2 
t NcT Pqn t NcT Pqn 
which 
x  S  R ( T - N )  S  p 2  
NcT n Pqn 
which, with V-^W) x N, becomes 
S  R ( T - V - W )  S  p 2  
V(W)cT vw Pqvw 
Therefore, 
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tt f-l)q(P+Q"U^ 2 
VP?>cT R t i - v - w ) p ^,w 
PcUcP+QcX-T 
For every P(Q)£X-T and every V(W)£ T we have the condition, since 
no factor in P(Q) is in a nesting relation with any factor in V(W), that 
Q + W is the right-most bracket of P(Q)+V(W). Hence, from equation 
7 in Section II, B. I , 
S Ppqvw - R(P + V)Rd(CHW)4Qvw. 
pqvw 
Hence, 
S 2 t t _  s  . t-l>qtPW>'0) . v 
t u" P(Q) R(P+Q-U)R(P)Rd(Q) X 
PcUcP+QcX-T 
S R (T - V - W )R (P+V )R^ (Q+W) <r 
V(W)cT 
2 
dv~- ..#"PQVW 
(_1}q(P+Q-U) ^ Rd(W) 2 
* R(T) P(Q, R(P+Q~U) vp£, T RWT "PQVW • 
PcUcP+QcX-T 
Now, by definition, with the product taken over all single factor sets 
Ac W , 
R,(W) x n [R(A)-1] 
a A çW 
which may be expanded to be, with the sum over all subsets M £ W , 
= S (-l)q(W~M) R(M) . 
M cW 
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So that 
Rd(W) = (1)q(W-M) 
RÎWT = MçW RlW'M> 
which, with a change in summation variable from M to N * V +M, 
s  f - p q C V + W - N )  F N  R ( V + W - N )  
V c N c V + W  
Putting this result into the last expression for S Sy gives 
tt (_uq(p+Q-u) , 
fU = R,T| P(Q) R(P+Q-U' V(WS)çT <rpQVW X 
PcUcP+QcX-T 
(-1)q(v+w-N) 
® R(V+W-N) • 
VcNcV+W 
An argument similar to that given preceding equation 13 in Section II. C 
shows that the range of N is the class of all admissible sets which are 
contained in T and that for each N the range of V(W) is the class of 
all admissible sets V/(W) such that 
V c N c V  +  W c T  .  
Hence reversing the order of summation in the above expression gives 
tt , nq(P+Q-U) 
? Z V * R ( T , N ! T  P L ,  ' x 
PcUcP+QcX-T 
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ss'u = R(T) S Su+N 
*  N c T  
which completes the proof of equation 24. 
B. Conditional Sampling 
The development of this section so closely parallels that of Section 
II. C that the reader will find it helpful to refer to that section as a 
guide to the results to be obtained here. 
Let T be a non-empty perfect set and let t and t1 be two combi­
nations of T which occur in the sample. (The argument covers the 
case t = t1 as well as t # t' . ) Let Yx*, be two observational 
responses such that yx* is contained in t and yx*i is contained in t' . 
Now among the factors not in T, there is a set Z, say, such that 
x* and x*1 are not contained in the same level of any factor in Z and 
such that Z comprises all such factors. We may use Z and the pair 
(t, t1) to identify the bivariate random variable (yx* » Yx*, ). That is, 
we wish to obtain 
E(yx*yx*. iz»t,t') 
under the condition that (yx* » Yx*i ) is uniformly distributed over all 
pairs (yx»Yx.) in the inferential structure such that, with regard to 
factors not in T, 
x # x1 
(Z) 
and with regard to factors in T, 
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X C^t, X1 c t1 . 
We may write, using the conditional identity, 
Yx* V(W) cX - T ' Yx*' V(W)cX - T ^v*'(w*') 
and, by an argument identical to the one leading to equation 10 in 
Section II. C, we get in this case 
E(yx*yx*' * V(W)®X_T Pv*(w*)Pv*(w*') 'Zj 
V c X - T - Z  
which, upon continuing the argument through its obvious parallel line to 
equation 13 in Section II. C, 
S 2*' . (25) 
U c X - T - Z  
This may be considered the third major result of this thesis and 
extends Theorem 1 to a conditional argument. It should be obvious now 
that a conditional extension of Theorem 2 follows at once, in balanced 
observation structures: 
„tt (26) 
E(yt*) * Ucx-T R*(U ,T) ' 
However, a general analogy, namely 
E(yt*yt*.) " Ucx-t R*(Lr ,T) 
does not hold. This is because the observation responses contained in 
t* do not generally form the same combinations of factors in X - T as 
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are formed by the responses contained in t*', unless, of course, 
t* - t*' or unless the observation structure is balanced complete. 
The above outlined theory adequately covers conditional comparisons 
among "perfect" sets T and this should be sufficient for a large 
variety of situations. There seems little compelling need at this stage 
to relax the requirement that T be perfect. This is because we seldom 
consider comparisons among levels of a factor which infer entially nests 
any other factor. This may be illustrated in the randomized blocks 
design. There is no practical interest in comparisons among blocks 
(which infer entially nest plots) as there is in comparisons among 
treatments (which infer entially nest no factor). 
However, this does not say that the above theory cannot or should not 
eventually be extended to non-perfect admissible sets T. For example, 
suppose one were interested, in a randomized blocks design, in 
comparisons among blocks, allowing the plots within blocks to be 
randomly sampled. Let B = blocks, P * plots, and C * treatments. 
Let us take the T of equation 25 as B(P), so that T is perfect. Then, 
from equation 25, 
E(yx*yx*,) = z, b(p),b'(p') . sb(p),b'(p') 0 + C 
for x* and x*1 in the same treatment 
and 
E(yx*yx*i) * b(p),b'(p') 
for x* and x*1 in different treatments. 
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(Here b(p) and b'(p') respectively identify the block-plot combinations 
occupied by y^* and y^, .) These expectations are, of course, 
conditional to a given set of plots in each block. The random element is 
the sampling-permutation of treatments, which is the same for all 
blocks. 
Now these conditional expectations can be converted to the relevant 
ones (i.e., unconditionally allowing the plots to be sampled within each 
conditionally selected block) by obtaining 
E(Z0k)»b'(p')) and E(2^P)»b'(P')) 
over the totality of samples of plots within the given blocks. A full 
development of this would appear to be possible but the theory will be 
left in its present introductory state. 
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
General consideration has been given to the expectation of quadratic 
functions, and in particular of analysis of variance components, of 
random samples drawn from structured populations of elements called 
"responses." Three general notions have entered: the structure of the 
population (called the "inference structure"), the structure of the 
sample (called the "observation structure"), and the scheme for drawing 
the random sample. 
A population (or sample) is "structured" by having one or more 
"factors" each of which partitions the population into disjoint subsets, 
called "levels" of the factor. A "combination" of a set of factors is the 
set of responses contained in one level of every one of the factors in the 
set. An "occurring" combination is one which contains at least one 
response. We have confined ourselves to structures in which every 
occurring combination of the set of all factors in the structure contains 
exactly one response. This means that a response is uniquely de­
termined by a combination of the set of all factors. 
By definition, if factor A "nests" factor B then each level of B is 
contained in exactly one level of A. Of course, two or more factors 
may have no nesting relation. Since the levels of A\or of any factor) 
are, by definition, disjoint, certain combinations of A, B necessarily 
cannot occur if A nests B. Such combinations are called "non-
possible. " Thus once all the nesting relations in a structure are given, 
the class of "possible" combinations of every set of factors is defined. 
A given "possible" combination may or may not occur. If every 
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"possible" combination, as defined by the nesting relations in a 
structure, actually does occur, the structure is said to be "complete." 
Otherwise, the structure is "incomplete. " 
If every occurring combination of a given set of factors contains the 
same number of responses, the set of factors is called "balanced.11 If 
every set of factors in a structure is balanced, the structure is said to 
be "balanced." Thus, balance and completeness are separate proper­
ties in the sense that a structure may possess either, neither or both of 
them. Since these properties are defined without specific use of the 
notion of a "crossing relation," it is seen that the nesting relation is the 
only fundamental property of structures. 
The primary result of this thesis, summarized as Theorem 1 in 
Section II. E, is obtained under just two requirements. These are that 
the inference structure be balanced and complete and that the random 
sampling scheme be of a form called "symmetric uniform probability." 
In particular, no requirement of balance or completeness is made for the 
observation structure. As a practical matter, this result therefore does 
not apply to situations encountered in sample surveys, because these are 
usually concerned with populations which do not have balanced and 
complete structures. On the other hand, there is a meaningful way of 
regarding an experiment as a sample from a population of responses. 
This way of regarding an experiment does not depend on an assumed 
linear model and is therefore relatively non-assumptive. The structure 
of this population and the scheme for drawing the sample are closely 
related to the way in which the experiment is performed. The 
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complete except as a special case. Some of the analyses of variance 
components do not depend entirely on squares of partial means so that 
Theorem 2 is inapplicable. This meant that we had to rely on the more 
fundamental Theorem 1 in these cases and this necessitated some 
difficult algebra in simplifying the quadratic forms encountered. How­
ever, the algebra is in no way as difficult as it would be without using 
the results of Theorems 1 and 2. Because of this fact, none of these 
designs is known to have been considered in such generality prior to this 
thesis, with the exception of the "balanced incomplete block" design of 
Section II. F. 5 which was considered by Zyskind (32). (The term 
"balanced incomplete" is used here with its ordinary special meaning, 
not the general meaning of this thesis). Perhaps the most generally 
interesting example given is that of the "general" incomplete block 
design of Section II. F. 6. 
The unconditional expectations considered in Theorems 1 and 2 are 
not applicable to specific individual degrees of freedom. For example, 
the expected "treatments" mean square may be regarded unconditionally, 
but the mean square for "Treatment 1 versus Treatment 2" applies to a 
specific pair of levels of the treatment factor. An approach to con­
ditional expectations is therefore taken up in Chapter III. This approach 
parallels the "unconditional theory" but makes use of a generalization of 
the "cap sigmas" of Wilk (21) and Zyskind (30). 
It is perhaps of some interest to note that all of the results are 
obtained without the use of random "indicator" variables. By avoiding 
the use of such variables and relying instead on a general view of the 
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implications of "symmetric uniform probability" sampling as well as on 
a Boolean algebra of point sets, the complex "index" algebra of previous 
workers is obviated. In view of the generality of the results obtained 
and the fact that the thesis is entirely self-contained, the development is, 
perhaps surprisingly, simple. 
Although the notion of the derived rather than assumed, linear model 
of Kempthorne (11) is in the background of this thesis and thoroughly 
motivates it, no specific use is made of such a model in the derivation of 
the general results. Random indicator variables or their equivalent are, 
however, necessary for the expression of derived linear models, so that 
use of such variables is not eliminated by the results of this thesis. The 
intimate relation between the method of sampling of the population and 
the inferences to be made has been pointed out by Fisher (8, 9), 
Kempthorne (11, 12, 13), Wilk and Kempthorne (24), Wilk (21), Zyskind 
(30) and Throckmorton(l8). Since this thesis maintains this relation, 
the results should prove to have value in the problem of making 
inferences from data arising in experiments. 
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